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How Views on Presentations Change Pupils’ Premises  

 

– A Study on Differences and Similarities between Presentations 
 
 
Abstract 
 

The purpose of this essay was to show the pupils as presenters from their own and their 

teachers’ perspective. This was done regarding presentations by studying and comparing the 

applicability of the two structuralist theories media ecology theory and structural semiotic 

theory. The theories were used as model bases, aimed to correspond to opinions and 

experiences of Swedish upper secondary school pupils. Through a didactic approach, I 

intended to find out how pupils’ relations to presentations differ depending on how they 

regard them. Focus was on if they thought of presentations as comprehensive experiences or 

found similar elements in mediated and unmediated presentation contexts. An empirical field 

study was accomplished through qualitative interviews with pupils and teachers. The word 

“presentation” was treated as a discourse since data showed that respondents included diverse 

meanings and functions in the word. The analysis was based on the qualitatively collected 

empirical data that were applied on my models. Constructionism functioned as theoretical 

framework. My study indicated that the discourse presentation needs to be investigated 

further. 
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1. Introduction, Aim and Questions  

1.1. Once Upon a Time 

This essay focuses on the presenters’ perspective concerning presentations of assignments. I will 

analyze pupils’ situations’ differences and similarities depending on if they have an oral speech or if 

they publish their presentations online. My aim is to compare the traditional structuralist semiotic 

view of communication with the poststructuralist media ecologists’ view. I aim to conclude if and 

how synergy effects can be generated through practicing different types of presentations, or through 

structural merges of presentation types concerning specifics that people prefer or resent in one of 

the presentation contexts according to my future study. 

Since 1994 an oral presentation is included in our national tests in Sweden but far from every 

pupil participate in this test. Hence a possible option in upper secondary school tests could be to 

publish on the Internet. Alternatively the importance of oral speech should be more explicitly 

written in the national curriculum upon which the national tests are formulated. 

My interest for the subject arose when I discovered that many pupils dislike having oral 

presentations in their classrooms. Simultaneously they do not mind to publish even private things 

on the Internet. Both presentations happen in public rooms of some sort; but it seems like facing the 

audience directly or not, makes a big difference. I hope to find meeting points between these two 

types of presentations.  

In my study I will see which skills are practiced in each presentation context, and compare the 

presentation types with the national test in oral presentation and the curriculums as bases since there 

is no corresponding presentation test in writing. Further, theoretical aspects will be tied on to 

explanations of and questions on how learning of making presentations is carried out.  

I will theoretically triangulate the concept presentation as a discourse through media ecology 

theory (MET) and structural semiotic theory (SST). Both theories derive from structuralism. MET 

is less closely connected to structuralism, less established and less specific. Hence I define my use 

as mainly based on Joshua Meyrowitz and Marshal McLuhan’s perspectives. Through empirical 

close readings I will outline MET’s and SST’s views of communication. Hereof I will make models 

and suggest how the differences between their perspectives change the conditions of each 

presentation context. Hence the concept presentation is treated as a discourse within the framework 

of social constructionism.  

Relevant literature on attitudes towards, experiences of and normative frames for spoken and 

written presentations together with interviews with pupils in upper secondary school and their 

teachers will show how and to what extent one or both of the models I developed from MET’s and 
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SST’s perspectives are valid, and if the models can be used to reach synergy effects concerning 

presentations.  

Moreover, through theoretical and methodical triangulation I aim to find if the word 

presentation is a discourse within a Swedish upper secondary school context. If it is a discourse, it 

means different things to people and each meaning can create different conditions within school. As 

a result I hope to reach some understanding about the relation between two different types of 

presentations, peoples’ assumptions about them and an indication of how our understanding of 

presentations can affect their functions as well as status in upper secondary school.  

1.2. Aim and Questions 

My aim is to reach a better understanding of how pupils regard presentation contexts and within this 

study find indication of if pupils’ or teachers’ knowledge about similar elements in different 

presentation context can create synergy effects. My questions are: 

• Can pupils learn to focus on separate elements in one context and learn to recognize these 

elements in other contexts and hence improve multiple presentation approaches? 

• Do pupils learn to focus on separate elements in one context and learn to recognize these 

elements in other contexts and hence improve multiple presentation approaches? 

• Can one presentation context be merged with another one, alike convergence1, through 

consisting of similar elements? 

1.3. Disposition 

The caption “Once upon a time” both introduces my essay and reveals my chain of thought 

simultaneously. The area of education is very different from how it once was, once upon a time. 

After reading section 1. about my reasons, aim and questions within this study, readers will find a 

background where definitions of words and expressions comes first as 2.1. Thereafter comes 2.2. 

with a retrospect of developments, 2.3.1. dealing with relevant parts of the Swedish curriculum. 

Next is part 2.4. on earlier theories so readers obtain knowledge necessary for understanding and 

maybe questioning how I use theories within my theoretical framework and later operationalize the 

theories. Operationalization is done through my models in 2.6. Part 2. as a whole is important as 

foundation that facilitates comprehension of my essay. In section 3. on method and material, 

account is taken of what data are collected and to what extent they are useful. Thereafter follows 4. 

with results from my empirical data, section 5. with my conclusions and summary and then this 

essay comes to an end after section 6. that regards my highly valued references. 

                                                
1 Hary Jenkins describes convergence as result of a media landscape where consumers are encouraged to seek 

new information and merge content from different media into new ideas. Maybe pupils can seek and distinguish 
different elements in presentation contexts and transfer appreciated elements to new contexts.    
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2. Background 

2.1. Definitions of Words and Expressions  

2.1.1. Presentation 

The discourse presentation is amongst other choices defined as: the act of presenting; or something 

given to someone without expectation of a return; or something presented as a symbol or image that 

represents something; or a descriptive or persuasive account, as by a salesman; or an immediate 

object of perception, cognition, or memory (Merriam-Webster Online Dictionary  2008a). 

Considerable is the explanation meaning that a presentation is “something given to someone 

without expectation of a return”. Due to this possible interpretation, senders and their audience can 

have different expectations about outspoken feedback. Stated agreements on what to expect, both of 

each presentation and of their outcome, are hence useful. 

I will focus on two kinds of presentations. One is the oral presentation that is performed by 

pupils in front of their teacher and other classmates inside a classroom. The other kind is the 

published presentation. It is created by pupils according to the thought of regarding texts as 

multimodal2 and published on a web page where others can take part of it and give feedback that 

reach the sender when the presentation is finished independent of if the feedback is sent online or 

given in the classroom. 

More details on differences between presentations, depending on which medium it is that 

meets the audience with the presentation, is found in section 2.5.3. on Joshua Meyrowitz’s theories. 

2.1.2. Sender 

In my report I will use the word sender for the people that do presentations. 

2.1.3. Audience 

Everyone that the senders imagine as having access to their work is included as the audience. So 

even though a person never takes part of the presentation this person is part of the presentation 

phase from the sender’s perspective. 

2.1.4. Text 

I use the same definition as the Swedish school curriculum does regarding texts. It is written that 

knowledge about texts besides reading also includes for example: listening, film and video. This 

multimodal way of seeing texts even regards pictures as texts ("Skolverket"  2008a). Besides its 

correctness according to the Swedish school curriculum, my main reason for this definition of text 

is that the two theories I compare within this study mostly regard texts. Though, some media 

                                                
2Texts are not only written but anything that communicates, so visualizations, sounds and texts can be included. 
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ecologists do not use the discourse text as comprehensive as I do, but rather prefer the expression 

metaphor or active medium instead (Leverette 2003)10. Linguists on the other hand speak in terms 

of sign signified and the signifier where the sign comes closest to equal a text (read section 2.5.5. 

for further information). Hence I will use the word text as synonymous for metaphor and sign. 

2.1.5. Discourse 

According to a thesaurus ("Thinkmap"  ), reached from Merriam-Webster dictionary a discourse is 

depicted as following:  

Figure 1. A visual discourse. 

 

This picture shows that discourses are exact but momentary as well as shows the interaction chains 

that constantly compete in making of meanings in different contexts. Usually the discourse is 

explained as either an ideological perspective, as Marxist or post colonial discourse, or the 

discourse is depicted as an exact but momentary definition with a more or less constantly changing 

meaning due to hegemonic struggle amongst others. I prefer the picture above to linear overall 

explanations, as the ones I mentioned, since it lets readers interpret its parts from all directions at 

once, alike how discourses function. 

2.2. Literature – on the Shoulders of Giants 

I do not discriminate between electronic and other sources in this essay. Recognizing that what are 

seen as truths depend on perspectives and changes over time as the world changes. Hence 

information is valued due to how it opens for different perspectives rather than depends on its 

format. I position myself critical toward all my literary sources and make clear distinctions between 

different source’s voices and who function as inspiration to my conclusions. Using Sir Isaac 

Newton’s formulation: “If I have seen further it is only by standing on the shoulders of giants” 

(Severin & Tankard, James W. Jr 1992:20). I dare to believe in the power of cumulated knowledge. 
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Due to this, most of my lexical definitions are taken from established Internet sources. Today the 

latest updates tend to appear electronically. 

Literature is chosen in relation to its relevance for the meaning of presentations within the 

contexts Swedish schools offer. So English versions of relevant Swedish curriculums found on the 

Internet sets focus on how presentations could be interesting from a Swedish educational 

perspective. Anne Palmér’s research (1999) gives an understanding of oral presentations in a 

Swedish context. Erving Goffman (1986) serves with background on individuals’ situations 

regarding presentations. Even though Goffman’s analyses are written in the 1970’s on face to face 

meetings, I find some aspects useful for the analyses I carry out. Regarding my social constructivist 

framework and the structuralist theories I compare, a section on social constructionism is included 

as well as literature on Jean Piaget’s and Lev Vygotsky’s pedagogical approaches. Marshal 

McLuhan is relevant since he is the creator of medium theory (1997). Joshua Meyrowitz (1999) 

bases his socially connected theories upon medium theory and formulates the foundation to MET. 

But since both of these sources relate to the late 1990’s, their theories are problematic to transfer 

and apply on the present. In order to understand McLuhan’s and Meyrowitz’s importance for 

present media ecologists I have studied several articles on the subject which are found through the 

University of Karlstad’s search program on journal titles, using keywords as media ecology, 

medium, and structuralism. Articles by Lance Strate (2003) and Marc Leverette (2008) will bring 

MET into the present in my essay. Keywords as semiotics, structuralism and linguistics also show 

several articles related to SST which ascertain its position as established within text analysis where 

theorists agree on Ferdinand Saussure’s and Roland Barthes accomplishments for development 

within linguistics. Hence I do not relate directly to their writings but use Terence Hawkes (1997) as 

my main source of information. In addition to pure structuralism, literature on rhetoric is included, 

as well as a section on Ingrid Carlgren and Ference Marton’s (2004) thoughts that support the SST 

approach. At last, David Silverman (2006) is my main source on how to collect qualitative data, 

what challenges to consider and how to formulate this essay as a whole. 

2.3. A Look in the Rear View Mirror 

2.3.1. Developments in Swedish Schools 

In order to understand the present or guess about the future one ought to reflect upon the Swedish 

educational development. Year 1842 seminars for the Swedish teacher education are installed which 

promote teaching according to specific methods and values seen as correct. This education only 

includes matters that should be transferred to pupils later on since it goals to spread an equal 

education in Sweden as a whole. Simultaneously, teachers in higher education have bachelor exams 

instead of any specific teachers’ education. Year 1968 the two educations merge. So the tradition 

promoting to learn and teach specific truths meets those who used to belong to higher education that 
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rather analyze than prescribe actualities. Consequently, different teacher educators in Sweden keep 

and toss different traditional traits. Hence a teacher staff is educated that is not united about their 

profession (Carlgren & Marton 2004:94-9). Disagreements appear and unfortunately people from 

other fields than education take sides and steal the debate from the professionals. With this as 

background one can have some understanding to why changes happen slowly and there are 

structural disagreements within our school. 

Another point of importance is that the Swedish school develops during the industrialization. 

A popular theory from this era is the conveyor belt logic of Taylorism, where the parts of a product 

are focused and aimed to be produced as effectively as possible, instead of concentrating on 

outcomes. Applications of Taylorism in school mean that teachers transfer fragments of knowledge 

instead of focus on comprehensive learning. In such an environment, actual learning and 

comprehensive knowledge is put aside to the benefit of transferring bits and pieces of the generally 

approved knowledge one can find in school books (Carlgren & Marton 2004:198). 

School is different nowadays. Revaluations result in consideration about basic aims. Amongst 

other things the literary canon is replaced with a focus on the reader’s interpretation. Though, a 

constant within school is that what is taught should be proved through tests or presentations. This 

can happen more or less orally or in print. Concerning presentations, teachers often decide 

presentation type and sometimes pupils may choose. Hence it might differ what is learned as well as 

if, and how presentations are taught. This indicates that the presentation is a discourse that should 

be specified in school contexts so agreement on what is aimed to be learned steers use. This even 

decides to what extent presentation type should be each pupil’s choice. 

Presently the curriculum states that pupils shall learn how to communicate efficiently in 

writing as well as orally. But only one type of presentation, the oral presentation, is part of the 

national test. Since year 1994 an oral presentation is part of the obligatory course Swedish B. Since 

year 2000 it is also an obligatory part that is considered when grades are decided. Despite this, there 

are still pupils who do not participate in the oral test, many teachers find it hard to evaluate and in 

general grade oral presentations higher than the final grade pupils reach in Swedish B. according to 

Skolverket ("Skolverket"  2008b). At present, there is no demand on carrying out an oral 

presentation in front of an audience larger than a few teachers. 

2.3.2. Technology, Media and Presentations 

Looking in the rear view mirror regarding presentations and technological developments one can 

conclude that use of technology changes presentation contexts. Researchers within MET even claim 

that technology change the way people think and hence twist the situation in school quite dramatically 

regarding how and why presentations should be done.  
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However, today it is an uncontroversial fact that learning is most successful when one finds good 

reasons for it. Regarding presentations this becomes interesting from the point of view that teachers 

and pupils not necessary have the same reasons to why presentations should be done or how come 

they are useful. Maybe it is of importance to what extent their opinions agree. Mass media and 

technology play an increasingly significant role amongst youth as well as society as a whole. The old 

saying “I think therefore I am” is seemingly more or less exchanged for “I publish on the Internet 

therefore I am”. But not everyone has readers, independent of the amount they publish.  

Apparent in an article by Mats Ekström on the practice of TV journalism is that media affect 

cultures (Ekström). The conditions for social interaction, creation of identity and access to the public 

sphere are changed through media’s access possibilities. This creates new types of visibility. 

Consequently those appearing in public media both reach an audience in a wide area and obtain 

exclusiveness because they are ascertained get attention. On the contrary, people who publish on 

blogs and homepages cannot count on any audience; they can only struggle and hope to reach out. But 

the outcome is the same for every individual who are published. Recreation of peoples’ identities are 

constant, both in order to maintain images and to stay fashionable, independent of if they appear in 

public mass media or not (Ekström:15).  

Today’s youth can take part of what ever they like in this abundance of material. What they take 

part of are either from senders who follow norms, maintain them and show others how to; or those 

who decode norms and manage to be one step ahead of others, and hence act as role models for 

groups in societies. In this context, it is important to understand which code is needed to attract an 

audience and hence grasp what separates a good presentation from the others. A code in this case is 

not choice of medium but rather a choice of style in the message as a whole. Hence I find it crucial 

that youth learn about, appreciate and are critical towards presentations as such rather than symbolical 

capital, which are culturally appreciated but in reality useless assets, that some integrates within their 

texts in order to achieve status. Depending on which audience one wishes to attract, one must learn 

how to read between the lines to realize what, besides decorative namedropping, create interest. It is 

difficult to communicate something without misunderstandings, especially if one does not fully 

understands the connotations of the technology one uses. For example, the type Courier brings my 

mind to think of suicide letters while others might think about typewriters. Either way, the process of 

learning how to present may be helped by active reflection on temporary as well as more deep-rooted 

norms and rules regarding how to produce and decode texts (Andersson et al. 1999:108-9). 

 

Christopher Columbus discovered America 

Aphra Behn is the first female author 

The lion is the king of the jungle 
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These are three general statements that are seen as truths from normative perspectives. Columbus 

did discover America from an old Eurocentric viewpoint; Aphra Behn is the first female whom is 

known to having made a living on writing and is hence regarded as a real author; and defining the 

lion as king of the jungle is possible but problematic since lions live on African savannas, Indian 

woods and zoos, not jungles. My point is that one should never underestimate the power of norms 

and traditions. Pupils, due to socialization3, usually decode patterns in order to fit in. Hence norms 

indicate if they are likely to learn to success in their private life and in school as one unit or through 

seeing these as two separate contexts, where knowledge from one area mentally does not belong in 

the other and is therefore scarcely transferred. Pupils who reflect upon what norms they see in their 

society are more likely to think about their actions than others (Andersson et al. 1999:178-9). 

This results in questioning how useful formal oral classroom presentations or informal 

friendly blogging are as preparations for later presentations. A prolonged debate on formal and 

informal learning discusses if and how learning in one context can be useful in other situations, and 

how our school can use this to pupils’ advantages4. In a report on oral communication by Anne 

Palmér, it is argued that oral presentations and written works have similar or at least comparable 

traits since both are monologues and traditionally appear at very formal occasions. Hence both 

speech and modern ways of formulating oneself in written text should be structured accordingly 

('Palmér 1999:5-7). Palmér’s statement supports my choice of essay questions since I focus on 

which similarities and differences there are. But since year 1999, which 'Palmér’s report refers to, 

an increased lot of the written texts Swedish youth produce are informal dialogues, published on the 

Internet.  

Earlier, the debate was on high and low culture. According to Lars Gustaf Andersson, what 

stopped most arguing in this case were increasing mixtures between high and low culture 

(Andersson et al. 1999:65-8). At present convergences happen in many schools regarding usage of 

informal learning in formal school settings with varying results5. There must be reasons to why 

some are successful while others fail. Thus I believe that the question on what is really experienced 

and learned within each context should be focused before any categorizations are done. A tool for 

analysis here is Erving Goffman’s conception of frames discussed in part 2.5.2. 

                                                
3 For societies to function well, its members must want to act in the way they have to act as supporters of the told 

and untold structures. Socialization is an unconscious disciplinary process which bends us to meet requirements of 
everyday life (Scannell, 2007: 76). 

4 For example Scott Bulfin’s and Sue North’s article “Negotiating Digital Literary Practices Across School and 
Home: Case Studies of Young People in Australia” focus on this matter. David Buckingham writes on challenges 
regarding media literacy in general. 

5 Examples are the optimistic article “Re-mixing multimodal resources: multiliteracies and digital production in 
Norwegian media education” by Ola Erstad*, Øystein Gilje and Thomas de Lange, and the worrying “The 
(mis)education of Generation M” by Susan G. Ziegler.  
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Technological developments that are regarded important for our communication today are: the 

steam-powered printing press; the telegraph; the photography; radio broadcasting; motion picture; 

sound and picture recording; and the computers.  

I will discuss the printing press further due to its importance for a different understanding of 

our relationship to language development. Relevant today is awareness that the location of the first 

printing press is the main reason to why Standard English is structured as it is. Year 1475, when 

William Caxton introduces printing in Westminster in Great Britain, there are lots of local ways of 

word use and spelling. But the styles used by writers in Westminster are the only ones that become 

mass produced and inexpensive to buy. Hence ordinary people in Great Britain read these texts both 

to learn how to read and later for the pleasure of reading (Clark et al. 1998:428). Simultaneously as 

reading skills are obtained, people also adapt to an understanding of textual rules and structures. So, 

it is no wonder that other ways of organizing texts soon become peripherized.  

This story about linguistic development is relevant regarding styles on presentations in 

different forums today. Because people have obtained access to an abundance of places and spaces 

to present whatever they like through the Internet, many different styles have occurred. Hence the 

basic division of language between spoken and written style as two separate categories is 

questionable. Marshal McLuhan’s claim that the spoken language is the content of written language 

opposes this (further in section 2.5.2.). If one, on the other hand, supposes that Palmér’ is correct 

when stating that oral presentations and written works have similar traits, strict oppositions or 

categorizations deciding what is content or media are exchanged for a though on language styles in 

accordance with society. Comparing the constant slow conditions of change languages usually are 

in (Clark et al. 1998:239) to a situation where suddenly some people have written, and others oral 

languages as starting point in their presentations, seems impossible. What is possible is to observe 

that only some presentations get attention. Today’s pupils would benefit from learning about the 

presentation strategies behind these. 

2.4. Curriculum for Swedish Upper Secondary School, LPF 94 

A given starting point in a didactic study is the curriculum which our school is based upon, The 

curriculum for the non obligatory school forms (LäroPlan för de Frivilliga skolformerna, LPF 94). 

Regarding presentations, nothing is explicitly written about when or how they can be used since 

choice of methods is not included but rather the goals one should aim for and reach during 

education. 

In the general curriculum on the subject of communication, which is the main outcome of 

presentations, it is written that our school is a social and cultural meeting place with opportunity 

and obligation to strengthen this ability. Expression of different ideas should be encouraged and 

opportunities should be given for forming personal standpoints. These points seem reachable 
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independent of which presentation type one uses when communicating. Interesting regarding 

presentations is the importance of development of abilities and willingness to take personal 

responsibility and active participation in civic life. Democracy is highly valued and is suggested to 

be taught through methods in which pupils discover their own uniqueness. Besides this, pupils shall 

be able to handle a complex reality with vast flows of information, technology internationalization 

and a rapid rate of change. Hence pupils might have to know how to deal with presentations in 

global contexts to be active in democratic processes in the future ("Skolverket" 2006). 

Concerning the curriculum of the obligatory subject Swedish with focus on presentations, one 

finds aims as contributing to: the ability to communicate with others; development of personal 

identity and a feeling of community; grasping how language reflect their time and existing societal 

conditions; the ability to draw conclusions and set out arguments; as well as to increase sensitivity 

to other’s written and spoken expressions. Depending on how presentations are structured, 

preformed and treated, several of these aims can be fulfilled when doing presentations in general. 

This indicates that it can be of importance that today’s youth know how to do presentations, which 

is why I focus on what separates one type from another one. The curriculum concludes the 

importance of the matter: 

 

Being able to use language in speech and writing is thus a precondition 

for studies and to actively take part in societal life with responsibility. It 

is thus important for the school to create good opportunities for pupils to 

develop their language. In the subject pupils should get abundant 

opportunities to use and develop their skills in speaking, listening, 

understanding, reading and writing, […] and be able, desire and have the 

courage to express themselves in many different contexts, and by means 

of writing and speaking, acquire an instrument for thinking, learning, 

communicating and influencing […] through different texts and media 

become familiar with fundamental democratic, humanistic and ethical 

values, and also develop an awareness of destructive forces to be 

confronted […], acquire an insight into how learning progresses, 

especially in relation to the role of language, and learn both on their own 

and together with others to use their experiences, thinking and language 

skills to form and consolidate their knowledge. ("Skolverket"  2008c) 

 

Moreover, the national tests include an oral presentation since LPF 94 came into effect the first of 

July 1994. Hence the goals for the obligatory oral presentation show in which ways the guidelines 

in LPF 94 can be operationalized and measured. The primary aim of the oral presentation is to allow 
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pupils to show their ability to inform in a way that creates interest and engagement amongst 

listeners. Pupils can also show their ability to find good sources of information. Added to this basic 

understanding is that Skolverket, who are responsible for the test, believes that there can be many 

reasons to carrying out this test. Amongst other things, Skolverket finds it being a base for equality 

in grading pupils in Sweden, as well as a starting point when talking with pupils about their grades. 

To sum up neither the written aims of the national test nor Skolverket connect as much of the 

curriculum to the oral presentation as I do. Also worth mentioning is that a teacher evaluation 

mentions a complaint about a pupil having found material from the Internet, learned it by heart and 

presented it (regarding spring year 2007). Apparently this teacher expects other qualities in pupils’ 

presentations than what is stressed as main goals. This indicates that the aims for the oral 

presentations could be more specified ("FUMS"  2008). 

2.5. Earlier Theories 

2.5.1. Social Constructionism 

Social constructionism is a version of constructivism. It argues that people construct the reality they 

perceive. Hence we perceive reality differently depending on which earlier experiences we connect 

each context to. It is said that history can change as time passes (Mitcham & Ryder 2006). This is 

due to the optional interpretation possibilities offered as additional information on an issue 

sometimes spread. The optional interpretation abilities that new information offers imply that many 

constructions of reality exist side by side. Each construction or discourse struggles to be seen as the 

norm, the seldom questioned hegemony; these can change, but it generally happens seldom and 

slowly (Winther Jørgensen et al. 2000:78). 

Jean Piaget has theories on children’s cognitive development within social constructionism. 

Assimilation and accommodation are seen as adaptive schematic processes we go through in order 

to make sense of the world around us. So anything new is assimilated through fitting in within 

existing cognitive structures. This is everyday learning on a conscious as well as unconscious level, 

which is why learned or accepted perspectives of reality are hard to change if ever questioned at all.  

Lev Vygotsky’s social constructionist theories on the cognitive development focus on how 

speech can be used for making sense of activity. Language is seen as a bridge to higher order 

thinking as well as to culturally transmitted knowledge. Effective learning is seen as a social 

activity and learned inherited social speech becomes inner speech. Hence people are caught within 

the discourses through which we describe and understand our reality. Vygotsky claims that speech 

precedes thought and that thought is a social phenomenon that develops in society when it reaches 

each person (Mitcham & Ryder 2006). 
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2.5.2. Actors and Frames 

I will use Erving Goffman’s view of frames and phrase “frame analysis” in my conclusions and 

discussion later on in part 5. Frames are the principles of organization that we recognize and create 

our definitions of situations according to. Hence frames steer social events as well as our 

involvement in them (Goffman 1986:11). Frame analysis focuses on organizations of experience, 

for example how a pupil or a teacher experiences a presentation.  

Every individual faces ambiguities regarding frames and is suspicious about the role of others 

within the frame. Misinterpretation by mistake happens, but when somebody aims for deception 

different contexts change the circumstances of the trick. Concerning classroom presentation a 

listener can “provide a tactful lead into a question that they want someone else to raise” (Goffman 

1986:444) and tricks others to ask questions in order to reveal that the sender’s appearance of 

knowledge of the presented subject is an illusion. The same deed on an online forum would maybe 

generate the same arsenal of questions but the sender would have time to look up answers without 

an audience in front and hence keep the false appearance. 

Doing a presentation, there are power relationships to have in mind. Goffman states that 

sometimes “the overall treatment of an individual hinges on judgment of his [or her] competence” 

(Goffman 1986:445). If competence is of such importance, one can wonder if the subject matter of a 

presentation also affects treatment. 

Frames are of importance here. Goffman exemplifies how individuals rather react toward a 

known situation, than toward specific individuals, by reminding about how guilty people in general 

feel when being questioned by the police. Accordingly all situations, including every kind of 

presentation, with strict frames will be responded to by its participants, not as if they were 

themselves, but as if they were actors on stage (Goffman 1986:488-9). From this point of view the 

power relationship described in the preceding clause is possible to influence upon. 

To participate on the imaginary stage Goffman describes, one has to take on roles. Therefore 

Goffman analyses how people manage to act in different situations. “As a singer, an individual 

wears his heart in his throat; as an everyday interactant he is likely to less expose himself […]. 

Neither comment tells us about personas as such; both tell us about figures in frames” (Goffman 

1986:572). Considering today’s youth and their partaking in mass media explorations of celebrities 

without segregation between private and public life; there might be youngsters who do not know or 

understand the difference between these two presentations of self but instead only perceive one 

identity. Goffman’s assumption that everyone can imagine the difference between taking on 

expressions in our everyday life and the times we for example play poker (Goffman 1986:573) with 

specific rules and a set out goal, leads to his explanation of individuals’ different performances as 

results of knowledge of and adaption to different frames. But if not everybody has knowledge of 

how frames are connected to changed behavior, these people might feel out of place. 
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Postmodernism’s belief in fragmentation, absence of true identity and common reason ((Ingram 

2006) can be celebrated due to this, since change of identity and behavior can be jumbled up. Hence 

lack of knowledge about the connections Goffman perceives between behavior and frames might 

affect perception of presentation contexts. 

Apparently, Goffman does not support postmodernism. He believes in an interactive 

relationship between people and their roles. The interactivity involves different frames depending 

on situation. Thus the actual self is glimpsed whilst a person performs a role within a frame. “Self, 

then is not an entity half-concealed behind events, but a changeable formula for managing oneself 

during them” (Goffman 1986:673). 

Goffman’s conclusion can be used in combination with MET if one perceives every frame as 

completely different environments. If one, on the other hand, sees each presentation context as 

individual frames that consists of many other frames one can use SST for analysis and comparison 

between presentations. Combinations of frame analysis and MET or SST are also relevant 

concerning pupils perception of themselves as having one or many roles and thus merge with their 

presentations or keep a distance in between presentation and self. 

2.5.3. The Meaning of Medium or Media 

Medium as vessel, language or environment, are the three main media analysis approaches that 

Joshua Meyrowitz outline 1999 which I find usable for understanding present discussions on media 

(Meyrowitz 1999:45-9). Analysis of media as vessel means to separate content from its presentation 

in a particular medium. So it is unproblematic to decide if a book is transcribed faithfully or not into 

a movie. Because “there is some ‘content essence’ that can be transported unchanged from medium 

to medium” (Meyrowitz 1999:46). SST focuses on this type of internal relationships. 

Regarding medium as language the focus is on “medium as having a unique range of 

expressive potential” (Meyrowitz 1999:46). Grammar choices within each medium affect the text. 

Scholars argue that the angle one chooses when depicting communicates more than the descriptions 

in the content. Content is overlooked on behalf of structures or settings concerning manipulation of 

perception or emotional reactions. This type of analysis regards the audience; hence it is useful for 

senders to have in mind if and how their settings might influence on their audience. 

Medium as environment means firstly to consider each medium as having relatively fixed 

features that “transcend variations in content and override manipulations of production variables” 

(Meyrowitz 1999:48) and secondly to consider “how the addition of a new medium to the existing 

media matrix may alter social interaction and social structure in general” (Meyrowitz 1999:49). 

Fixed features relevant to presentation contexts are: types of sensory information transmittable; 

speed and degree of immediacy of communication; directional limits of communication; and 

physical and psychical requirements of taking part in its texts, learning and using the medium 
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(Meyrowitz 1999:49). MET scholars use the meaning of medium as environment to analyze how 

one medium, instead of another one, influences on a particular context and how the addition of 

mediums change peoples’ perception of reality. 

2.5.4. Theories on Presentations as Comprehensive Experiences 

Marshall McLuhan’s statement, “the medium is the message” (McLuhan 1997:7) is the basic idea 

of MET. So we first interpret the form of a message or text through which we reach an implied text 

to interpret. A medium or media is explained as an extension of ourselves, by use of technology for 

example. McLuhan’s citation of Henri Bergson gives an idea of what is included in technology 

when stating that language is a human technology and that “it is the extension in speech that enables 

the intellect to detach itself from the vastly wider reality […] language does for intelligence what 

the wheel does for the feet…” (McLuhan 1997:79). Messages are always seen as mediums, or 

media, since they change shape and give different ideas of meaning to a matter for interpreters. 

McLuhan stresses the importance of how the ideas that mediums create inside the human mind 

affect patterns in society. “Thus with automation, for example, the new patterns of human 

association tend to eliminate jobs […]. [A]utomation creates roles for people, which is to say depth 

of involvement in their work and human association that our preceding mechanical technology had 

destroyed” (McLuhan 1997:7). Besides changed demands from the labour market, our relation to 

ourselves and our surroundings is argued to reflect the changed focus from mechanical 

fragmentation to its opposite. People interpret the world according to how language extends our 

mind. Through the bridges between languages that medias create, we will be free from linearity and 

have access to “the total field of awareness that exists in any moment of consciousness” (McLuhan 

1997:85). So, holistic perceptions will then precede analysis of experiences as separate units. 

Mediums are also claimed to “interact among themselves. Radio changed the form of the 

news story as much as it altered the film image in the talkies” (McLuhan 1997:53). If this is so, our 

present media landscape might show in interviews with teachers and pupils in Swedish upper 

secondary school. 

Another core in MET is that the notion “one thing follows another accounts for nothing. Nothing 

follows from following, except change” (McLuhan 1997:11). One new element added to the present 

creates an entirely new environment. Consequently we cannot compare two presentations with each 

other; some elements are always added or excluded that alter conditions. In addition, the content of 

any medium is always another medium. So speech is the content of writing which is the content of 

print according to McLuhan. Depending on senders’ adaption to specific media, that they include 

different media as content in their text. 

This results in a separation between knowledge and text. McLuhan states that knowledge in 

one shape that is translated into another must pass through a process of “’spelling-out’ of forms of 
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knowing” (McLuhan 1997) 56. This is why someone who stutters can speak without stuttering 

when switching to another language. Applying this logic in a school context, pupils who cannot 

perform one type of presentation through one certain medium would only need to translate their 

knowledge through another medium in order to succeed. This is the other side of specialism. Perfect 

adaption to use of one type of medium paralyses us and prevents adjustments to environmental 

changes of any kind (McLuhan 1997:69). 

Joshua Meyrowitz connects McLuhan’s medium theory to Goffman’s frame theories on social 

contexts. He studies what contexts are, the differences between them due to mediums’ involvement 

and the results of this. There are indications that individuals’ actions to a great deal are steered by 

social contexts that create outcome of events, rather than their individual qualities; “even 

competence and skill are coming to be viewed as situation-specific rather than person-specific 

variables” (Meyrowitz 1990:69). This reminds of the theories on socialization which I mention 

earlier in this essay. However, teachers’ abilities and responsibility to create optimal classroom 

context are key from this point of view. 

Meyrowitz concludes that face-to-face interaction no longer is the only way to communicate. 

Indirect communications have some aspects similar to this. But few studies compare direct and 

indirect communication since the intensity level differs due to the type of senses involved. Obvious 

is nevertheless that only face-to-face encounter holds the possibilities of physical embrace or attack, 

though neither usually happens (Meyrowitz 1990:72). Relevant concerning presentations, is how 

and to what extent the intensity level effects the sender’s accomplishment. 

Meyrowitz’s statement that place should be seen as a subcategory of a perceptual field where 

contexts are information-systems, or “specific patterns of access/restriction to social information of 

access/restriction to the behavior of other people” (Meyrowitz 1990:74) enables the thought of 

presentations as mediated with more or less intensity and more or less publically, depending on 

what type of technology senders use. When physical presence and absence are not seen as binaries, 

we open for creation of semipublic places. At present, semipublic places are windows or doors as 

well as webcams since they function to disclose visual, audible or other sensory information.  

Because “physical characteristics of a setting have behavioral implications” (Meyrowitz 

1990:76) it is difficult to reevaluate well known environments in order to see what possibilities they 

have regarding creation of semipublic places. Having a presentation inside a classroom can become 

less intensive if part of it includes showing a movie; likewise as allowing access of a published text 

to the teacher only, or to more people changes the text’s context. Added to this is that teachers and 

pupils can interpret and support different behavioral implications in school. This might create 

confusion concerning goals in the long run.  

Related to how teachers and pupils regard their context is economical matters and 

encouragement from “cultural patterns that influence whether, how, and when media are used. 
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Meyrowitz states that individuals always make choices amongst available media, and that an 

additional medium “has an impact on a broad range of contexts, thereby affecting social structure 

and broad categories of roles” (Meyrowitz 1990:78). So, if a medium is not seen as a possible 

choice in a school context, it will not have immediate effect on this environment. Clear is 

nevertheless that electronic media mix contexts and result in development of entirely new 

perceptions of reality and behaviors according to Meyrowitz. 

The MET scholar Lance Strate follows Meyrowitz’s chain of thought. He uses “broad 

categories like oral, scribal, print, and electronic cultures. These are alternatives to divisions such as 

agricultural, industrial, and information societies, based on the notion that it is communication, not 

economics, that most influences social life” ('Strate 2008:134). Strate argues that we might find art 

forms or expressions difficult to understand because of their belonging in a different media culture. 

As a thought seems different when uttered out loud, “words we write down take on a permanence, 

distance, and impersonal quality in comparison to speech” ('Strate 2008:131). We need to 

understand these ways of communication in order to make any interpretations. This leads Strate to 

conclude: “Before we can encode a message, we must first have the code with which to construct it. 

And before we learn how to talk, we first must babble” ('Strate 2008:131). Hence both senders and 

audience construct a text and both of them are part of its content.  

Marc Leverette develops how culture and medium cooperate. Besides living in a physical 

world, we reach understanding about it through interpreting symbols. Reality is filtered by various 

media. One can compare a printed book and a movie. The structure of the first “presents a ‘reality’ 

that has been divided into static units which can be analyzed individually. The structure of 

television, alternatively, presents a ‘reality’ in which everything happens at once and events are 

difficult to isolate and analyze” (Leverette 2003:7-8). Consequently Leverette also states that each 

culture’s condition decides in what ways they, more or less consciously, assimilate or dismiss 

different media (Leverette 2003:3). 

The principal ideas from MET that my models in section 2.6. rests on are, besides McLuhan’s 

the media is the message, Lance’s suggestion of text construction and Leverette’s observation that 

cultures treat medias differently depending on cultural perspectives.   

2.5.5. Theories on Presentations as Units of Separable Elements 

Semiotics in general is a philosophical theory of signs and symbols that deals with their function as 

if regarding language. Syntactics, semantics, and pragmatics are comprised ("Merriam-Webster 

Online Dictionary" 2008). According to Britannica’s online dictionary semiotics also includes sign-

using behavior, which means that the arsenal of signs someone knows decides their behavior. In the 

early 20th century Ferdinand de Saussure defined semiotics linguistically as the study of “the life of 

signs within society”. So the meaning of signs depends on society. Roland Barthes terms denotation 
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and connotation clarifies this by structuring primary significations (plain definitions) as denotations 

and secondary significations (includes associations) as connotation (Leverette 2003:13). Depending 

on if senders aim for explicitness or vagueness they try to use words easy or hard for the audience 

to interpret as strict denotations or with connotations that create ambiguities. Obviously then, signs 

can be interpreted differently indifferent of senders’ implications. Traditionally, semiotics concerns 

readings of texts in order to understand society, to a great deal it focuses on how denotations and 

connotations function. Hence it is useful for analysis of how the sign presentation is read and 

interpreted by teachers and their pupils. 

Semiotics as part of structuralism is depicted by Terence Hawkes in Structuralism and 

Semiotics. He concludes that we perceive the world through a superimposed shape of our own 

mind, where entities only is meaningful or true when they find a place within this shape (Hawkes 

1997:13).This reflects Piaget’s theories in section 2.5.1. and develops into a chain of thought which 

argues that our perceptions of our surroundings are metaphors. Consequently, SST advocates that a 

world constructed by our own minds must be possible to analyze and find basic patterns through 

which we can reach deeper understanding about human thought. Medium or media are in this 

context seen as separate units that carry texts without changing them, but rather adds to them due to 

each media’s possibilities (Silverman & Rader 2003:5). This is the foundation to one of my models 

in part 2.6. on presentation contexts. 

In Lärare av i morgon variables are claimed to be meaningful independent of context. The 

more we come in contact with one variable in different contexts the better we ought to understand it 

independent of contexts. This supports the thought that variation of contexts matters to our ability to 

separate variables from contexts, as well as the SST idea that different presentation can consist of 

many separate, similar parts. Lärare av i morgon exemplifies this through depiction of an 

experiment where differences in spatial experience ability are measured. In the experiment children 

practice to hit an object with a feather ball. Group A practices placed on a constant distance from 

the object but on four places in the room. Group B stays at one place through all their tries 

(everyone has the same amount of tries). Later, when the children are placed on a spot that is new to 

all of them (on unchanged distance), group A achieves dramatically better results than group B. 

This indicates that varied practice is best when one wishes to learn how to discern parts in contexts 

(Carlgren & Marton 2004:132-6). However, it says little about to what degree this theory is 

applicable on other matters. 

The division of SST of one concept in separate parts is also supported by the study of rhetoric. 

According to Merriam-Webster online dictionary rhetoric regards both spoken and written texts as 

effective art forms, as well as a study of principles and rules of composition within language 

(Merriam-Webster Online Dictionary 2008b). Concerning presentations Monica Ekenvall observes 

that individuals need to feel safe, and feel comfortable as senders exposed to others, before they can 
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learn how to regard presentations of any kind as smaller parts of a greater whole (Ekenvall 1997:42-

3). When senders feel safe, practice on considering and fulfilling the audience’s needs in 

combination with communicating their text are the main goals to reach. Within the area of 

audience’s needs are: research on what the audience assumingly knows, want to know, or how they 

best would receive the text (Ekenvall 1997:101). Preparations are crucial for adjustments of word 

use and length of texts. Presentations ought to have suitable styles but stay stringent and activating 

for the audience (Ekenvall 1997:32). The study of rhetoric is ancient and recognized by many 

scholars as a great help for improvements (Ekenvall 1997:10). Regarding presentations in Swedish 

upper secondary school it is also relevant to regard that rhetoric is applicable on texts in general, not 

only on speech.   
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2.6. My Presentation Models, Based on the two Theories  

Media Ecology (MET) – Senders Include Identity and audience in total text 
  

A Classroom Context: 
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Published Presentation Context: 
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Figure 2. Senders include both their identity and their imagined audience in the text production. 

 

Structural Semiotics (SST) – Senders can Separate Identity from text 
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Figure 3: Senders can separate their identity from their text production. 
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3. Methodology 

3.1. Methods – Breakdown as Break Through 

The qualitative research is carried out with social constructionism as framework. Since I aim to 

study individuals’ experiences and opinions and see how these match existing theories within 

structuralism, a quantitative approach would risk leaving out points of importance while qualitative 

methodology opens for interpretation and deep or unexpected findings.  

My research is accomplished according to constructionism. I define constructionism both 

through telling what it is and what it is not. Constructionism admits that people together construct 

meaning in interactions that makes sense to them. So its focus is to see how people “are part of the 

world they describe” (Silverman 2006:129). Positivism and emotionalism are two other common 

positions. Regarding for example interviews, positivists aim to create protocols that fit their entire 

target population. This is due to their basic understanding: “The aim of social science is to discover 

unknown but actual social facts or essentials” (Silverman 2006:122). Emotionalists, on the other 

hand “recognize that interviews are encounters between human beings trying to understand one 

another” (Silverman 2006:125). Their focus are individual’s experiences and to reach deep 

knowledge about emotions. But it can be problematic to know for sure that the deep knowledge one 

reaches is not one’s own imagination. Constructionism avoids this difficulty by having a similar 

perspective as emotionalists, but they treat what happen during an interaction as “a topic in its own 

right” (Silverman 2006:128). So instead of trying to find certainties, one keeps in mind that all 

human beings are part of the representations of the world described at a certain moment. Thus the 

respondents’ ways of narrating reveal their prejudices about the interviewer’s perception of the 

world, simultaneously as it shows what they find important since they focus on depicting it 

understandably. Reaching knowledge about individual’s emotions with this in mind is the aim of 

constructivism.  

All methodologies have their pros and cons. Regarding constructivism one should keep in 

mind that it tends to cut out bits and pieces of reality and studies them outside of their contexts. I 

aim to evade this through providing a rich historical and theoretical background in part 2. that I 

connect to empirical data from part 4. in section 5. on conclusions and summary. Hence results that 

might seem to exist in a vacuum in section 4. will make greater sense when reading my conclusions 

and summary. Using Marshal McLuhan’s words, I will use breakdown as break through and 

distinguish language showing “reality by breaking down some expected movement and providing a 

breakthrough onto some new area” (Theall 1971:25).  

Besides this, the organization of the interview results aims to facilitate for comparison 

between teachers and their specific pupils. Each teacher’s answers are followed by a combined 
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depiction of their pupils’ answers to show inner similarities and differences. The respondents are 

anonymous. The connection between teachers and pupils from the same classroom is indicated by 

being given names with a common first letter. 

Analysis Method 

The focus for my analysis is to reveal which realities my sources find themselves being part of due 

to my constructionist perspective. So my analysis questions are focused on how the source chooses 

to explain or narrate and other central issues.  I will use Goffman’s conception of frames as a tool 

for analysis. 

Due to my multimodal definition of text (section 2.1.4.), I apply and compare two structuralist 

theories that most commonly regard written texts. The meeting point for bringing theory and 

practice together in a way that makes the empiricism communicate or generate information about 

my sources’ relation to the discourse presentation is my presentation models.  

The functions of my models are as Severin and Tankard describe “organizing, heuristic, 

predictive, and measuring” (Severin & Tankard, James W. Jr 1992:37). Organizing decides how it 

orders and relates data and shows new similarities and connections between data. Hence a useful 

model explains something new and almost always implies future predictions. Predictions are 

heuristic devices and if we can make completely quantitative predictions with a degree of precision 

about when or how much, the model becomes related to measurement of the phenomena of interest. 

The processes that link the model to the thing modeled must be clearly understood in order for the 

data to be useful. The models in section 2.6. function as base for my interview questions and 

suggests a relationship between data and theory (Severin & Tankard, James W. Jr 1992:37). Thus 

relevant answers depicted in section 4. reappear in section 5. and are analyzed in relation to the 

models, which is how the answers to my essay’s questions will be reached. 

Demarcation 

The emphasis in my essay concerns what the discourse presentation can mean, including the 

differences and similarities between established types of presentations. Obviously presentations 

involve lots of aspects on linguistic adjustments, gender differences, or how messages are received 

and so on, but I choose to exclude these aspects, independent of how important they are in every 

presentation context. Three teachers and two of each teacher’s pupils are interviewed since I find 

this sample enough to give indications that will base for further studies. It is not great enough to use 

as support for statements but doable for inspiration to suggestions (Silverman 2006). My 

demarcations are made due to time and recourse limits. The other aspects mentioned above will 

hopefully be included in works with aims suitable for their focal points. 
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3.2. Material 

There are few other studies within this realm. The accessible ones6 with a Swedish perspective are 

used as inspiration, not as data, since their focus is on oral communication rather than presentations 

as such. Hence the main part of my empirical work is tied on to theories and self obtained data 

rather than data from earlier field studies. 

Data Collection 

I use qualitative open-ended interviews in Swedish during my empirical data collection. According 

to Silverman this means that I combine my arsenal of specific questions with follow-ups of active 

listening (Silverman 2006:111-2.) I interview three teachers who have Swedish as their main 

subject and pupils from each teacher’s class. I pick this combination due to the relevance of 

presentations in the subject Swedish, which the obligatory national tests in Swedish supports, 

because I want to study if teachers’ and pupils’ opinion agree on some point as well as how this 

may affect the matter or make any difference. My respondents live in a Swedish town with close to 

100 000 inhabitants. The teachers work at the same school, know each other and have pupils with 

business and administration as upper secondary school specialization. This might influence on the 

possibility to generalize with my data as base. Short descriptions of each source in section 4. on 

results serve to give an idea of the extent of possible influence, as well as put each individual in a 

context of their own. However, my reason for this interview sample is mainly to reach some insight 

within the field, not to formulate general statements. 

 I have an arsenal of questions based on the questions “how” and “why” due to 

constructionism’s aim to understand both the assembly of meanings and how sources come to the 

point and say it (Silverman 2006:130). But there is no aim to cover these after any strict order, so 

my sources’ trains of thought decide order whilst need for equality between interview answers 

demands that all questions are dealt with (Silverman 2006:390-3). 

Due to having social constructionism as framework I aim to talk as little as possible during 

interviews (to get most possible data from my sources), hence I choose to seem occupied with 

making notes during interviews, performing active listening7, instead of appearing as free to 

participate in natural conversation as I would if a recorder was used. In order to facilitate for 

understanding my analyses, a visualization of each trinity’s opinions regarding elements of 

importance follows every three interviewees. Strikingly, but apparent, is that all my respondents 

find the same element most important. Thus it stays in the centre in all three visualizations. Besides 

                                                
6 Anne Palmér’s Tankar om tal - lärares och elevers syn på muntlig framställning i undervisning och bedömning 

from 1999 and ”Samspel och solostämmor: Om muntlig kommunikation i gymnasieskolan” from 2008 
7 Active listening is to listen carefully and both repeat what the source tells and ask if it is correctly understood, 

as well as engage with what is told and ask questions about issues the source seems eager to talk about (within a 
reasonable area). 
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this, their opinions part to various degrees. Hence separate opinions are depicted above each 

respondents name and common opinions are shown below level 1. Due to the impossibility for me 

to decide exact degradations, the pictures show rough overviews rather than truths about my 

respondents’ opinions. Hence I am able to generalize regarding categorizations of levels of 

importance. 

Considerations of Problems regarding interviews 

Besides that the interviewer risks to participate in the conversation unnecessarily much when using 

a recorder, it also happens that people feel uncomfortable with being recorded. This can have 

negative effects on data. Though I am aware that all data will be affected by people’s usual aim to 

cooperate and make meanings when engaged in conversation (this perspective is included in my 

analytic approach). I aim to reduce the effect of my role as an interviewer through allowing the 

sources to take part of my transcriptions before I use the material further. This will not only bring 

interviewer and interviewee on a more relaxed basis, it will also increase validity since possible 

mistakes are corrected. Hence the risk of misinformation due to bad handwriting or unconscious 

inclusion of my own opinions also will be reduced. Though there is a possibility that my sources 

speak extra positive about some types of presentations due to knowledge of my occupation as a 

media and communications student. But the combination of them not knowing exactly what I will 

use their narrations for and my respectful and open minded approach aim to lessen this effect. The 

use of my respondents’ answers as narrations also has a good impact from the perspective that they 

serve to decrease effects caused by my translations from Swedish to English. Due to dismissing my 

ability to have a completely objective approach, I escape what Silverman defines as the explanatory 

orthodoxy and the divine orthodoxy (Silverman 2006:389). The first one means that researchers use 

interviewee answers to explain society, whilst the second means that researchers assume themselves 

able to “see through peoples’ claims and know better than they do” (Silverman 2006:398).    

One should keep in mind that there probably are errors within collected data. These are hard 

to find when it is a small qualitative study like mine. Hence my methods and material are 

thoroughly described. Others can easily decide how reliable my collection is and how valid my 

study is as a whole, based on my operationalization of theories into models that I connect to data. 
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4. Result 

In order to maintain as much authenticity as possible of my respondent’s answers, I choose to 

include comprehensive, rather than concentrated, data in this section.   

4.1. The Teacher Anna 

At first Anna does not remember for how long she has been a teacher. Finally she tells me that she 

has had her present teacher job since 2003, after a few years at an independent upper secondary 

school in a small Swedish town close by her present occupation. The way she talks about this 

implies that she does not count those years, but that she is surprised that she has worked for so long 

at the same school. She especially seems to enjoy that she can combine teaching both classes in 

“business and administration” and “Swedish” due to her pupils’ positive attitude towards their 

specialization business and administration. Anna answers spontaneously at most questions and 

focuses on the importance of regarding each pupil as an individual. She takes her time when we 

meet so the interview lasts for one and a half hours. 

4.1.1. How Is a Presentation? 

Anna’s spontaneous answer is: fun! Then, after a long silence Anna says that a presentation is 

information within a certain area. When speaking of presentations Anna focuses on how important 

it is to have good reasons for accomplishing them. She goes from describing how pupils work on 

“cases” that they present results from, to the importance of having competitions in short story 

writing or showcase presentation. While Anna narrates, she constantly returns to how she facilitates 

for each pupil’s individual development and how hard it is to define what a presentation is.  

With wonder she concludes that the pupils, or anyone, do presentations all the time – that 

everything they do are presentations of themselves as well as of their skills. When speaking of the 

short story competition Anna accidentally says that pupils present themselves in text. As soon as 

she hears these words, she makes a self correction and says that she means a presentation of their 

own imagination, their ability. It is clear that she tries to speak with correct manners but that she is 

not used to express her opinions about this subject.  

Anna associates presentation with the courage to find one’s own fantasy and expressions. She 

says that it is natural to the first graders to protest against displaying themselves in front of others. 

But this does not make Anna look for alternative ways of practicing presentations. She speaks of 

written presentations when I ask her about them, but without me reminding about these, Anna soon 

returns to the thought that presentations include an oral part and ought to have a value besides being 

schoolwork in order to work as real practice for the pupils. Anna does not mention it, but her 
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thoughts touch upon the importance of having a real audience in order for it to feel like and become 

professional presentations. 

Regarding the structure of presentations Anna does not consciously separate the oral from the 

written. At first she says that every presentation consists of details, which need to be linked into one 

unit. Though soon after, she describes the written as one part of the process in the creation of a 

presentation rather than as a presentation in itself. Because in the oral, Anna thinks that she can see 

how her pupils treat details as choice of subject, way of handling it, aids, collection of materials and 

visualization of  results. Anna talks with concern when concluding that progression in the written is 

impossible to see. At most she knows which tool they use when writing, but the process stays 

within the pupils.  

Thinking of pros and cons with allowing pupils to choose presentation methods, Anna finds it 

a good way to create feelings of safety. But she sees a risk, maybe many would stick to one way of 

presenting? Anna states that a Power Point presentation in it self is not good. She finds alternations 

between approaches useful for her pupils’ understanding of each element. Some pupils learned to 

use key words at first while using Power Point, but now they practice this knowledge in other 

situations as well. Anna concludes that to make good presentations in general, pupils need to know 

a few ways of doing them. 

4.1.2. How can Pupils Learn to Present? 

Anna focuses on the oral, since she finds the greatest problems specific for oral presentations. “In 

the beginning they are so afraid that others will laugh at them, and that they would say something 

wrong”. Playing and laughing together, with the aim for everyone to develop while being silly, is 

her antidote to anxiety. She adds that it is the best way she has found, but that it works differently 

for every pupil. 

With this first step taken, Anna states that she does not delegate concerning how her pupils 

should work. She believes that their individual abilities develop best when they know what to work 

with, instead of how. Her way of telling me this leads to further discussion and Anna describes 

some special cases; for example for pupils with disabilities are always treated accordingly. Anna is 

careful on the subject of how presentations should be learned. She confirms that she sees some 

pupils who always does a good job due to that they, probably unconsciously, follow certain 

structures. Simultaneously she does not see any point in telling about these structures. She believes 

it being better that her pupils find out for themselves when they are ready and that there are enough 

of other things than structures that goes around in most teenagers’ heads. To promote specific rules 

is not anything she would do. “It is not the group I teach, I guide individuals”. If someone would 

believe “I cannot do this”, that thought would become self fulfilling. Anna firmly repeats that “there 

is general approach to learning how to do presentations”.  
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When the perspective changes to regarding situational differences, Anna is more precise. She 

stresses the importance of valuing every type of language, though knowing which formality level 

one should stick to when writing a letter to a big company or having a product presentation. This 

strictness is radically different from the attitude she shows earlier. But regarding both the aspect of 

giving her pupils freedom and informing them about different style levels she clearly teaches 

structures. Anna seems unconscious about her expectations, though she is happy when she sees her 

pupils develop from questioning if they may use pictures, to saying that they want to use the video, 

to just take on a challenge without asking for guidelines at all. It does not appear to her that these 

pupils ability to take action could relate to having learned her semi-hidden rules and structures. 

In teaching, Anna finds it helpful to relate to the goals and guidelines of the curriculum. She 

makes clear that pupils would not bother to learn without good reasons. All of a sudden Anna 

realizes that she finds it being completely her responsibility that they learn. She repeats this in 

different ways as if she does not understand the words she just uttered, that she even had these 

thoughts. However, Anna concludes that it is serious to say that their future somehow rests on her 

shoulders; but this is the case to some extent.  

Anna seems confused, so we talk about how grades are decided instead. Regarding grades, 

she believes that her pupils’ presentations are better if they do not consider grades. “I do not want to 

see what they believe I am interested in, I want to see what they want”. Learning how to adjust a 

presentation’s length or content to anything specific is not relevant to Anna, she rather sees 

everything as a process where everyone are allowed to make mistakes.  

Before changing subject, Anna concludes that she usually reminds her pupils about some 

small things before a speech, so they practice with some advice in mind. Then she says that she 

does not compare speeches with each other. But she can tell pupils that they did this or that great 

this time, which is good since they forgot it the last time. This is another indication that Anna has 

some more or less unspoken rules regarding structures. 

4.1.3. How are Presentations Similar or Different from Each Other? 

At first, Anna compares different oral presentations instead of different types of presentations. She 

says that it mostly depends on how the pupil feels at the moment when the presentation is 

performed. She adds that one cannot really compare presentations to each other, “it would be unfair 

to the pupils”. Hence I elucidate that my question was on different types of presentations, wherefore 

Anna goes back to her original thought and says that it affects someone who writes an essay as well 

as someone who speaks, if they are tensed.  

We speak for a long time about the importance of having a good body language as link 

between the oral and written text, about self confidence and that a tensed body contains a tensed 
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brain. So the difference between two presentations relies on a pupil’s mental strength regarding how 

to handle pressure in different situations.  

Anna finds that presentations are quite similar when thinking of structures, these show in any 

type of presentation. But the languages differ. I can say “imagine if you could integrate your good 

accomplishments from that short story into the oral presentation”. The difference that she does see 

is connected to her idea of a presentation as a process. “Generally more facts are pushed into the 

written. It is from the written the oral develops. When they present the oral part, you see how they 

develop their language, they tell so much more than in the written”. 

Anna puts lots of responsibility on schools and teachers. She states that it is the responsibility 

of the school to admit and support each individual’s creativity. The way she talks about creativity 

indicates that she finds access to this being their main source to success. It is as if she is frustrated, 

but not necessarily with her situation.  

Connected to creativity is how pupils react to being given a subject or may choose. At first 

Anna happily says that most pupils like to come up with their own ideas. Then her face reflects the 

concern in her voice when continuing “those with low self esteem, on the other hand, almost need 

to be handed a subject”. She takes a deep breath and looks as if she wants to say something positive 

about these pupils so she explains that it usually works out fine for everyone “I just need to give 

directions to them before they dare to start”. Apparently Anna connects the ability or want amongst 

pupils to decide for themselves with a positive feeling. When she answers my question on why, 

Anna sounds surprised at my inquiry and states that pupils who study the business and 

administration program need to learn how to formulate themselves professionally in writing as well 

as orally without guiding from others to success in the future. 

Regarding choice of subject, Anna declares with force that “personal matters from their 

private life are not allowed in my classroom”. When noticing my surprised look, Anna quickly 

depicts situations when pupils may feel very uncomfortable because they do not have nice personal 

matters, like Christmas celebration and so on, to do presentations about. From her reaction I can tell 

that this is a hot and thoroughly discussed topic that she is very concerned with. 

4.1.4. What about the Audience? 

The best thing Anna knows is when pupils are surprised about the greatness of their own 

accomplishment. She speaks of her pupils as if they act as their own audience. She sees their self 

evaluation as important as the actual audience is to them. Anna stresses that “they need 

confirmation of their own abilities in this age. They are so insecure. They like to show me and to 

show themselves that they have done something really well and they like to get immediate 

feedback”.  
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Anna’s pupils write self evaluations after oral presentations. When Anna describes how she 

lets pupils read parts of it aloud to her before discussing it, I find it a way through which she places 

presenters amongst their audience. This puts distance between them and their presentation, which 

might be helpful when Anna guides her pupils. But from the way she tells this, the method is used 

because it focuses on each pupil’s train of thought, not due to its efficiency to create distance. 

Concerning the relationship between the presenter and the actual audience, she says that the 

audience is nice and listens. On the question of publishing texts, on the other hand, she immediately 

brings up worries about breaking of ethical guidelines, as if her pupils would express too critical or 

nasty feed back because it is passed from a distance. She likes the idea of letting them take lots of 

responsibility but finds it her job to know how to express feed back most helpful to each pupil. 

In line with her worries regarding ethical rules, Anna also stresses to her pupils that the 

presenters are in charge of their presentations. She tries to convince them that the audience never 

knows if an error is committed by acting out an example. She thinks that it is useful to show her 

pupils how unaware the audience is about how it is planned to be, by positioning all of them as her 

audience before they become presenters. 

Regarding tools that help her pupils to feel less nervous, Power Point is really good. “To look 

at the computer screen instead of the audience enables them to feel safer”. Anna says this as if it is 

natural that the focus of the presenter’s attention decides how safe they feel. But this was never 

mentioned during the discussion on learning how to present earlier on. It indicates that the 

importance of focus is so obvious to her that it is not actively considered. 

4.2. Anna’s Pupils Amy and Alexandra 

Anna asked her pupils Amy and Alexandra if they would like to answer some questions someone 

from the university would like to ask them. They said yes and met me individually during their 

spare time without knowing what I would ask them about. I depict their answers together anyhow in 

order to show similarities and differences between their and their teacher’s way of answering. Amy 

and Alexandra are classmates since one and a half years together at the business and administration 

program. They are second year pupils at upper secondary school. Each interview lasted about one 

hour. 

4.2.1. How Is a Presentation? 

Both Amy and Alexandra interpret presentation as oral speech. Both of them also start with stating 

that it is uncomfortable to do oral presentations inside a classroom. Alexandra even says “I have 

always been afraid of standing there with everyone’s eyes on me”.  
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They agree upon the importance of knowing how to inform about or present things in formal 

situations later on when they have jobs, hence presentations are connected to thoughts about future 

to a great deal. 

On the question of separating a presentation from other types of texts Alexandra explains that 

one must regard a global perspective when doing a presentation. On my question to tell me how, 

she seems to become nervous as if I had told her that she was wrong instead of asking how. Hence I 

ascertain that her opinion is interesting, why I want to know more. She still appears uncertain, but 

answers that “writing a blog maybe is to present oneself, and interesting somehow, but not in school 

where one is supposed to learn important things”. She continues by saying that “I would never 

publish a research report on a blog”. She believes that reports need to be explained orally in order to 

be interesting. Apparently Alexandra is not aware of the large amount of optional publish tools 

beside blogs that contain appreciated research reports. On the other hand, her statement shows that 

she finds the written part of presentations of reports less interesting than oral ones.  

4.2.2. How can Pupils Learn to Present? 

Both of them immediately talk about the audience and show concern with how they are regarded. 

They value the feeling of self confidence highest concerning the ability to do a good presentation. 

Amy and Alexandra agree on the belief that it is reachable through having a well structured material 

that one knows well.  

To avoid messing up the information in their content both of them practice at home on 

beforehand. But whether they do practice or not at all times differ. Amy is experienced on stage due 

to being part of a theatre group. She says that her performance mostly depends on if she finds the 

subject interesting or not. If it does not appeal to her, she barely bothers to practice. She knows that 

she will not remember it anyhow. Amy adds that the audience makes a difference of course, outside 

of school she cares more. Independent of which situation, Amy knows that at the moment her voice 

goes shaky due to nervousness, she cannot do anything well. She has no strategy for retrieving lost 

control. Alexandra, on the other hand, is not as experienced. She appears to find it awkward to talk 

about her skills though admits that “practice has taught me how to stick to the point better, as well 

as to be structured and more concise. The audience does not have the energy to listen for too long”. 

Something that helps her is to read and improve her own texts. Everything she mentions is for the 

audience’s sake and she even suggests that one could rehearse in front of one’s parents. But she 

dismisses her own suggestion because the feeling of calm she has with them makes the situation 

different from how it feels in school. Alexandra says that she likes her classmates but that it is not 

safe with them in the same way as with her family. Alexandra finds every presentation an 

improvement, independent of topic, simultaneously as she does not think she does them well. She 

does not have the same problem as Amy regarding loss of control of an entire situation due to 
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nervousness. She consciously focuses extra much on structures as her keywords or Power Point 

when she gets a bit out of track. 

Even though Amy and Alexandra have different approaches, they agree upon the usefulness 

of Power Point and keywords. Both of them believe that keywords are preferable to a coherently 

written text as starting point when having an oral presentation. Amy seems amused by the thought 

of even bringing a complete text, “I would just read the whole thing with a monotone voice. It 

would be terrible”. She also mentions that the Power Point is useful from the audience’s point of 

view, so everybody knows what will come next.  

The teacher should not decide too many things according to Alexandra, but give some 

guidelines. “So I do not get nervous about forgetting something that the teacher would have wanted 

me to include”. Amy finds it best when it is completely up to her about her presentations. “We 

would not ask for help as much because we would know what to do”. But she concludes that this 

would be impossible for those that do not know what they want. She seems to interpret the 

expression “type of presentation” as only speaking of content. Hence her answer reflects that her 

view of presentations is that they are oral rather than answers my intended question.  

Amy and Alexandra believe that there are people who have a greater ease to make oral or 

written presentations to begin with, but that practice can make anyone just as good in either forum. 

4.2.3. How are Presentations Similar or Different from Each Other? 

Alexandra and Amy start comparing difference between different oral presentations, before I 

specify my question. They agree upon seeing the performance as most important when it is in front 

of an audience. A good voice, eye contact and a structured speech show good connection with the 

audience and that the presenter cares.  

 Regarding written presentations, both of them mention the form of the language first. 

Alexandra continues by describing an information folder. She does not really seem consent with 

calling it a presentation though; explaining that “a folder cannot communicate as much as a person 

does”. What she understands from reading a paper is never really the same thing as when she is 

there and that being there feels more real. Alexandra says this as if it is natural to find print 

information less trustable than the spoken word. I get surprised since print texts have been seen as 

more reliable than the spoken for as long as I know. Avoiding the risk to affect her opinion, I do not 

ask more closely about this. Amy, on the other hand, does not express doubtfulness about the 

validity of written presentations. She talks about them as if they are quite boring and categorizes 

them as descriptions of for example people or environments where one has to have a correct 

language use with separations in clauses and such. Amy does not compare the written and oral 

besides admitting that they consist of similar structures. Her narration on differences and 
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similarities circles around how she adjusts the atmosphere to fit children or adults rather than if it is 

presented in print, electronic or live. 

Regarding type of information, both girls put the interest of the audience first and then they 

see their own preferences. There is no clear difference between personal and impersonal topics 

according to Amy. At first she believes to prefer to present impersonal topics, but her train of 

thought leads her to the conclusion that anything she cares about, like music, becomes personal to 

her. She appears to become confused and looks bothered before she admits that she does not really 

know why she said that she prefers to present impersonal things; she really does not. Alexandra, on 

the opposite, cannot choose between these. But she rather listens to educative topics and concludes 

that she would get more hurt if the audience did not like her presentation if it was about something 

personal, as if they did not like her. She prefers when the teacher chooses subject. “I do not think 

that their expectations about the result are as high then, so I get less nervous”. Amy, on the other 

hand, does not think about her teachers this way. She just wants to treat subjects that she is 

interested in; otherwise she will not remember it anyhow. 

4.2.4. What about the Audience? 

The audience and learning is closely connected to Alexandra and Amy. Alexandra is relieved that 

they practiced in smaller groups at first and feels that the more people she presents in front of, the 

more nervous she gets. Amy, on the opposite, feels a great difference between presenting in front of 

her classmates that have to sit inside the classroom compared to being in front of an audience that 

attends out of free will because they are interested. She sees this contrast due to her experiences 

within theatre. 

Both girls get nervous before each presentation. Alexandra says that she is constantly aware 

of and thinks about that the audience sees if she does not know what to say or stops focusing her 

eyes. The way she describes Power Point in relation to her contact with the audience indicates that it 

helps her to focus on the structure of her presentation instead of them which she is a bit scared of. 

Amy, on the opposite adds that she has learned through playing theatre, and also heard in school, 

that “when one stands there, it is important to pretend to know everything, to hide all nervousness”. 

Amy continues comparing what she calls a real audience to her classmates in school. “It is hard to 

present when the audience is really knowledgeable. They judge me for real. Then I feel inferior”. In 

her classroom there are other challenges, Amy sounds sad but accepting when she says that they 

pull faces, or throw erasers, as if this is normal behavior just because it is in school. To avoid 

starting to laugh or get unfocused she puts her attention on someone’s ear instead of everyone’s 

faces. “When it is a real audience it does not matter where I look or what they think about me. I 

only do my best”. She finishes with stating that it is different when she knows the audience; she 

cares about what they think about her. 
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Figure 4: The most prominent similarities and differences between Anna and her two pupils Amy and       

Alexandra are depicted through color codes. Level 1 is most important whilst level 2 is less and level 3 

least important.  
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4.3. The Teacher Brad 

The meeting with Brad is in the classroom where he teaches Swedish and English to pupils in need 

of support. While I am there also pupils are in the room, but on a safe distance from overhearing us, 

and Brad seems to speak freely. He has worked at the same upper secondary school for the three 

years he has been a teacher. Earlier he worked in compulsory school while being a recreation 

instructor for twelve years. During our conversation Brad mentions that teachers prioritize 

differently. One must regard each pupil when working out the semesters. His experience is that 

some try to cram in too much in the schedule and concludes that 70% information and 30% social 

contact does not work for everyone. “That is partly why I have pupils here, getting extra help”. Brad 

says this in a neutral way. He has accepted this as the situation and does his best in relation to it. It 

is obvious that he likes his job simultaneously that he would prefer if a greater amount of pupils 

would come and ask for help earlier than they do. It is important to help everyone to function in our 

democracy, which is mainly why presentations are important according to Brad. The interview 

takes about one hour. 

4.3.1. How Is a Presentation? 

Brad answers directly that a presentation is that you present something and stresses that “it is not 

the way one presents that is important”. He exemplifies this statement by saying that “one of the 

best presentations I can recall was a movie made in MovieMaker by a guy that refused to stand up 

and speak in front of his classmates”. It is clear that oral presentations often are tied to anxiety 

according to Brad. 

4.3.2. How can Pupils Learn to Present? 

Brad concludes that “when one forces the pupil it does not work. When the pupil wants to present it 

works”. Then he nuances his conclusion by discussing the learning process included. “In order to 

present, information needs to pass your own filter”. Hence pupils practice their analytical ability 

through presentations. He talks about the aims and goals for the subject Swedish; how important it 

is to get to know and interpret different types of texts, as information or argumentation. The way 

that he talks transforms the role of an audience into the role of pupils, showing that each 

presentation is an opportunity for every pupil in the audience to learn about presentations. 

Specific for oral presentations are the anxiety about facing the audience. Hence Brad takes 

himself as an example when introducing the matter. “They do not believe me when I say that I was 

a quiet guy who used to find it really tough to stand in from of others”. Being so personal is risky, 

but Brad seems to use it as a way to make his pupils trust him and really consider what he says 

when continuing the lesson. He asks rhetorical questions as “is it easier when you appear to know 

what you talk about? Is it easier when you have practiced and know what to say? Is it easier when 
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you have a model or something that takes the attention away from you as a person?” Brad does not 

say so, but the idea of asking questions rather than giving instructions about what to do gives his 

pupils a challenge to interpret his words and a freedom to choose how they want to use them. In 

addition Brad believes that it is easiest to do a presentation under disguise, so it is not them as 

persons that speak but someone else. Brads voice sounds toned down when saying this. It might 

reflect that he is sorry that “many pupils find this silly so it is not used very often”. 

When learning oral presentations his pupils start by talking to one person, then to a few and 

maybe to lots of people later on. Brad stressed that this is a goal and that it does not necessarily is 

reached while they attend upper secondary school. He finds this a question of maturing and says 

that we all mature with different speed. 

When Brad depicts how presentations are done, he says that “it is harder for them to come up 

with their own topics because what is given is always easiest”. Simultaneously he concludes that 

special interests probably are even easier. The process of collecting information is smoother then. 

Regarding the making of a presentation Brad gives frames concerning minimum and maximum 

length. He finds it important to learn how to choose information in accordance with outer 

circumstances. But he is restrictive with rules. “Too many rules can hamper them”. 

4.3.3. How are Presentations Similar or Different from Each Other? 

Brad stresses that there are great differences between presentation types. This is his reason for 

showing and allowing different ways of doing them. He sees it as his obligation as a teacher to find 

forms that fits each pupil, but adds that some sort of communication with others must be an aim. 

“Sooner or later everybody must be able to talk in front of a group of people. We do not sit in 

isolated caves and work anymore”. Hence he sees the oral element in oral presentations as 

important to handle independent of other structures. 

Brad’s narration shows that he finds most elements, besides effects of the exposure of the oral 

part, similar in all presentations. It is about fortifying knowledge within time frames. “They need to 

practice on different kinds of presentations to understand what they do”. 

A lot also depends on social status. “Those with supportive parents both get help and better self 

confidence than others”. Pupils with good self esteem usually do good presentations. Then it strikes 

Brad that technology has changed a lot. “Some pupils get good self esteem because they feel in 

control of technology” he says with concern. The only thing they care about how it looks, so it can 

be really nicely designed, without really containing anything. Obviously Brad dislikes questioning 

work that pupils are proud of. He seems to solve this by complimenting good elements that they 

feel in charge of and has it as starting point when teaching. Brad concludes that “a good 

presentation has a clear structure so it is easy to follow. It is directed towards its audience”. 
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4.3.4. What about the Audience? 

Brad confirms with a neutral expression that “it is a problem for most pupils to have contact with 

their audience”. He exemplifies this with a story about a pupil who did a slide show movie with a 

recording of her voice that commented the pictures in English. She had never even spoken English 

in dialogue exercises in class before. 

He continues by explaining the difference between if they work in groups with people they like 

or not. But he says that he does not let them cooperate with their best friends all the time, and adds 

that not everyone has a best friend to begin with. 

Concerning whom the audience is, Brad is certain that it is harder with friends than strangers as 

audience. “Friends judge in a different way because they know you, and know things about you that 

are personal. A stranger would not think about body language or such in the same way as a friend”. 

It seems as if Brad speaks out of experience on this point and believes it being general opinion. 

4.4. Brad’s Pupils Benjamin and Bill 

After the interview with Brad, I ask one of the guys in the room if he would like to be interviewed 

as well. At first he says that he does not want to, but agrees on considering it until I return after his 

lunch break. When I come back he agrees on the condition that I ask my questions to him and his 

classmate at the same time. Hence these interviews are accomplished simultaneously as Benjamin 

and Bill discuss other things and ask each other questions about my questions. They do disagree 

upon some points so I believe that their answers are as truthful as if they would have been without 

each others company. Benjamin and Bill attend their third and last year at the business and 

administration program at upper secondary school. They need extra help to reach the goals in 

Swedish and English which is why Brad is their part time teacher. Neither of them seems to 

appreciate school, though their comments show that they have learned and agree on lots of the 

aspects that Brad values. Both of them are really insecure when it comes to telling me information, 

but I soon find out that they are storytellers, hence most data is taken from exemplifications. The 

interview lasted about one hour. 

4.4.1. How Is a Presentation? 

Benjamin exclaims “difficult!” Indicating that he even dislikes the thought of them. Bill states that 

there are different types of presentations; those that are interesting and not. Neither he nor Benjamin 

wants to guess what the word really means, but after almost an hour of conversation Bill says it 

must be that someone presents fact, has a suggestion or tries to convince others about something. It 

is also clear that he thinks that the presenter should have made an effort in order to accomplish the 

presentation. “It should be some work behind it, not only some story from one’s own life” 

according to Bill. Benjamin is not this stern. He comments that it must have to do with 
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communicating something to someone. But when I ask him if I can write this as his answer he says 

that he is wrong anyway so it does not matter.  

4.4.2. How can Pupils Learn to Present? 

Benjamin answers on impulse that he would gather ten friends, stand in front of them, do his thing 

and let them evaluate him afterwards. On the question if he has done this, he almost shouts “no”. He 

has never done a presentation in his entire life, neither has Bill. But Bill quickly agrees upon the 

greatness of his idea to gather friends and practice in front of them. But he rather has around four or 

five as audience. A job interview or similar would make them consider this method, but both 

Benjamin and Bill turn down the idea of having to ever be in a position when it is needed to stand 

up and speak in front of others.  

Regardless of this, both think that it is really important to prepare the presentation. It should 

be well structured and repeated so many times on beforehand that the presenter can talk to the 

audience and show them as well as their topic interest without losing their focus. It is important to 

practice how to stand in order to look self secure. Benjamin adds that “it is important to avoid 

unnecessary words and sounds like eehhh, those things sounds unprofessional”. Finally, both of 

them agree on that practicing would be good for all of this, but not practicing in school – that would 

not feel serious enough. 

4.4.3. How are Presentations Similar or Different from Each Other? 

Bill does a compare and contrast by first describing a presentation by a man who had spoken about 

creativity at Carlstad Conference Center recently. Bill experienced that he, as well as the rest of the 

audience, was spellbound of his captivating way of carrying out the presentation. Further, “it was an 

interesting subject and lots of facts”. Besides this, Bill is unsure of what was so great. Paulo 

Roberto’s presentation, on the other hand, he did not like. “He only spoke about himself, how great 

he is and that everybody should do like him. It is not okay to do that little when someone pays you 

30 000 crowns”. When Bill says this, Benjamin reacts. He really liked the presentation because it 

was funny and he could relate to it. Bill agrees upon that he could understand which messages 

Roberto wanted to spread, but he still would have found something less personal more interesting. 

Both of them think that a presentation should be captivating, done with devotion and easily 

relatable, but besides this Bill’s main concern is that it should give him useful information while 

Benjamin appreciates something funny as long as it suits the story. I see that it is hard for Benjamin 

to keep his attention focused on one thing for more than a few moments; hence funny presentations 

might hold his attention easiest. 

Bill concludes that “one cannot sit on the floor in the middle of the room and speak quietly to 

oneself. One has to look as if it is not the first time the presentation is done and have a nice body 
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language. It is obvious when you are informed”. He adds that it is easier “to talk oneself to other 

people than it is to write oneself to them. To communicate the right meaning when writing, one has 

to explain everything much more in detail”. Concerning other presentations than the oral, Benjamin 

says that “all information is apparent in an information booklet and bang! You know it all”. He 

finds this boring and prefers if it is verbal or visual because it is easier to comprehend, goes quicker 

and has some nice colours. He does not know why he wants colours, but that would make it more 

good looking anyhow even if it is not better as such.  

Regarding topics Bill and Benjamin agrees on that it is easiest to do a presentation about 

something they would choose. When speaking of this, they once again stress that they never even 

have tried to do presentations of their own. But Bill continues by saying that it is important to learn 

different ways of expressing oneself, it is good to choose though, but the differences in formulations 

change the feelings it communicates. He concludes that “it feels like it is a […] lot of feelings 

involved in this”, whereupon Benjamin starts laughing so we change subject. 

4.4.4. What about the Audience? 

Bill says that it depends on the audience what he would say. “I would not say the same thing all the 

time”. He identifies with the presenter he mentioned earlier and depicts “fifty year old Agda”, who 

has seen her happiest days already. “How would she react on the presentation regarding creativity?” 

He does not assume that such an old person would appreciate that type of presentation. Bill says that it 

was addressed to him, or more specifically “to someone young with his life in front of him”. 

Benjamin imagines that it would be fun if his friends would hear him talk, but then he would 

need to have something interesting to say and keep up a lively atmosphere. After a while he realizes 

that it would be something autobiographical since that are facts he knows. He adds with a bit of 

challenge in his voice that he would not be ashamed to talk about his own life anyhow. Bill takes his 

challenge and jokes about how Benjamin will be the next Paulo Roberto in line. Then he partly agrees 

and explains that it would be easiest to be personal with a target group in the same age as him. “They 

would think more like me than ‘fifty year old Agda’”. Benjamin alternates between talking about his 

experiences from an audience perspective and his vision of how it would be to do a presentation. He 

even says that he really likes to be part of the audience. When he imagines himself as a presenter he 

cannot decide in front of whom it would be best to present when choosing between his friends or 

strangers. On the one hand, his friends would already have respect for him so he would not have to 

prove anything to them; on the other hand, he would make a greater effort to do a serious presentation 

in front of complete strangers in order to get respect. From his narration I comprehend that he would 

regard feedback from the audience as opinions about him as a person. When Benjamin considers how 

it would be to talk in front of strangers he says that he would try to be better than he is in front of 
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them, become nervous and probably start sweating. In front of his friends, on the opposite, he would 

feel relaxed because “they know me and already know that I am good”. 
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4.5. The Teacher Carla 

Carla has been an upper secondary school teacher for six years. After two years of work in a small 

town close by, she started to work at the upper secondary school where I visit her. Carla is main 

responsible for the teacher team that teaches the subject Swedish to pupils with the specialization 

business and administration. Their specialization seems to be important to her. Carla organizes tasks 

and tells her pupils to practice with it as her main argument. She adds that she tries to prepare them 

for the future, independent of where they end up. But she finds that most of her pupils like to see 

quick results, immediate effects usefulness. So instead of mentioning university studies, her reason 

for them to learn structures is to be able to write their research essays, which everyone have to do 

during their last year. While we speak Carla regularly returns to how she motivates her pupils to 

care, rather than tells how she teaches. The way Carla talks makes it obvious that good grades often 

are their main motivation, while she wants it to be personal usefulness. The interview lasts for one 

and a half hours. 

4.5.1. How is a Presentation? 

Carla says that she has a neutral feeling towards presentations. Then she hesitates and explains with 

reluctance in her voice that it is a difficult matter because the pupils always display their resistance 

when they have to speak in front of others. “In some way, it is not natural to do presentations. 

Though the pupils seem to believe that it is natural, something one ought to know, not a matter of 

practice”. Carla cannot understand why presentations are not included in other subjects than 

Swedish and she seems more tired than frustrated when concluding that “presentations can be seen 

as something her pupils have not practiced in their compulsory schools”. Hence she concludes that 

feelings of embarrassment, discomfort and fright are connected to presentations. “Of course 

everybody is afraid to say the wrong thing, simultaneously as they want to present well in order to 

get good grades”. From her formulation it is apparent that Carla would prefer if her pupils’ would 

focus on learning instead of grades. 

4.5.2. How can Pupils Learn to Present? 

At first Carla explains that they have lessons called speech. “I divide them in groups and then they 

describe things to each other, guess what is described and practice to formulate arguments. They 

usually like these things”. Carla moves on to describing further exercises in speaking in front of 

others through being in groups while presenting book reviews. “When I say that they will do 

presentations they protest. But when I add that it will be done in groups, they seem relieved and 

accept it. I think that they learn to do presentations through this type of practice even though they 

are unconscious about it”. As response to my curiosity about her way of dealing with her pupils 
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unawareness Carla says “I do not talk about the similarities I see. I think that it is enough that the 

pupils learn, because they do”. Hence she does not remind them about their knowledge when she 

wants them to present in front of bigger audiences. On the other hand, she mentions that her pupils 

learn to listen as well as talk during the book presentations. She finds it not as apparent in other 

presentation situations, but important to learn.  

On the question of comparing oral presentations with the written, Carla says that there are 

certain structures in both types. She teaches about the importance of beginning, middle phase and 

end. A common problem she sees is their vagueness. If she has time, she uses read and response 

writing. “They have to rewrite their essays according to how I comment, until the text is clear”. 

Carla says that her pupils do not seem to understand the use of this, but she believes that they will 

learn to write less vague through this practice. The value in practicing writing different types of 

texts is also incomprehensible to most pupils. Carla wants them to be prepared for the future, but 

she think that they want to see immediate usefulness. She is determent that it is important to grasp 

different types of texts in order to know how to write properly, so she teaches this anyhow.  

Comments on if her pupils like or dislike different exercises seems unconsciously included. 

After a while I realize that these signal that she is prepared to move on to another matter rather than 

indicate wishes for deeper discussion. It is obvious that she considers everything she does in 

relation to expected reaction from her pupils. Simultaneously, she ascertains that she stays her 

ground on how she teaches. Hence I ask her what she thinks they learn. She ponders upon this for a 

while; then she admits that she does not know. She has never asked them what they think they have 

learned regarding presentations of any kind. This idea apparently surprises her and she sounds 

honestly curious when she tells me that “I will start to ask them. I want to know”. 

The national tests are a main source of motivation to why she teaches about presentations. 

Hence she finds is problematic that her pupils often do not read the preparation instructions at home 

on beforehand as they ought to. She repeats what she stated earlier regarding oral presentations: “It 

is not a natural way of writing when one writes a presentation. It is a special form; it has a different 

flow than diary writing has”. Carla is persistent on the importance to learn structures and to have 

clear aims. I get the impression that she thinks that lots of her pupils’ problems would decrease if 

they would prepare instead of assume that presentations in general are results of hereditary talent. 

Then she returns to challenges regarding oral presentations. The feeling of being safe is 

crucial for managing to speak freely. She teaches how to stand and handle the keywords or Power 

Point, watch out for producing noises or unnecessary repetition of words as well as to try to include 

rhetorical questions. She believes that practicing in front of a mirror at home is useful and 

comments that “I wish that I would have time to record the pupils”. She tells me about how it has 

helped her to see herself in action. On the question how they would feel about being recorded she 
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says that the feeling of being safe is most important. She elucidates that every presentation should 

be done according to each pupil’s ability.  

Carla believes that many pupils would not do oral presentations in front of their classmates if 

they had the choice, but adds that one needs to learn different types of presentations in order to 

learn what it is that really happens. 

4.5.3. How are Presentations Similar or Different from Each Other? 

Carla starts by comparing oral presentations. The amount of negatives she uses while describing 

makes it different from the rest of hers as well as my other respondents’ answers. She says that “I 

see a pupil’s ability to avoid being vague, speak in a good pace without a monotone voice, use of 

not to difficult words, variation through use of pictures, ability to create a relaxed atmosphere; and 

of course, it should be interesting as well.” Generally she notices whether her pupils are prepared or 

not or if they have had their audience in mind regarding choice of subject and knowledge level. 

Hence good presentations are often made by the same pupils, independent of presentation type. 

Carla adds that “the sense of uneasiness that many feel when doing oral presentations makes some 

difference. Others are real salespeople”. However, she returns to the belief that pupils in general are 

about as successful in one forum as in the other. “Their social background is reflected in their 

vocabulary. Besides this they follow the same pattern with beginning, middle phase and ending in 

any presentation type”. A difference that she does see is the briefness of speech. “You can adjust an 

oral presentation while you perform. The written has to be very precise from the very beginning”. 

4.5.4. What about the Audience? 

Carla depicts a presenter’s relation to the audience as: “They think that it is really tough to have an 

audience, even though the audience usually is encouraging already on beforehand with nice 

comments”. After a few questions, generated due to lack of logic, Carla explains that it is hard for 

the audience to pay attention. During the national tests she solves this by assigning the audience to 

write some constructive feedback on the presentations. This makes them pay more attention and 

works fine, but it is not used besides during national tests. 

Concerning the audience and choice of topic, Carla does not want to categorize presentation 

subjects as personal or not. “When it is about something that they care about, they usually show an 

engagement that captivates the audience as well”. She thinks for a while and tells me that it is risky 

with pupils that have low self esteem. “Even to pick a subject by themselves is difficult. If someone 

would give them negative response they would regard it as something personal”. Hence Carla puts 

energy on teaching her pupils how to be respectful listeners as well as presenters. 
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4.6. Carla’s Pupils Christen and Celia 

Alike Amy and Alexandra, Christen and Celia was asked by their teacher if they would like to 

answer some questions that someone from the university would like to ask them. They agreed on 

this and met me individually during their spare time without knowing what I would ask them about. 

I depict their answers together anyhow in order to show similarities and differences between their 

and their teacher’s way of answering. It is apparent how different approaches two pupils, who love 

to write, can have regarding presentations. Christen and Celia are classmates since one and a half 

years together at the business and administration program. They are second year pupils at their 

upper secondary school. Each interview lasted about one hour. 

4.6.1. How Is a Presentation? 

Christen states that a presentation is something one has done, an action that is descriptive. “It shows 

that it is a good presentation if it is improvised”. Christen adds that the atmosphere is different 

when presentations are done in smaller groups or includes the entire class. “It is so much easier in 

smaller groups and less shyness”. She finds it positive that group presentations turns into dialogues 

with lots of questions to the one that presents when they are in small groups.  Celia, on the other 

hand, finds a presentation being to present oneself, or something one has written about earlier. She 

takes presentations on research reports as examples and says that it is important to have good eye 

contact with the audience even though one has keywords as support. “It is important to really know 

what you are talking about”. Celia emphasises that she does not like to stand in front of the 

audience and talk because she is so unused to it. It seems to be more out of habit than fright similar 

to Christens that she tells me that she dislikes presentations. “Before upper secondary school I have 

never done it, but I think I am getting used to it”. The way she talks about a recently accomplished 

group work about a perfume indicates that she really felt proud to present the results in front of 

everyone. 

4.6.2. How can Pupils Learn to Present? 

Christen thinks that the base in learning is to follow the papers with exercises her teacher hands out. 

“I practice at the pattern; to have an action, details and a result. It is important to learn the separate 

parts”. Celia agrees with Christen upon following a pattern when writing. Both girls describe 

preferring to write love stories, though they use the same way of thinking according to patterns 

when they accomplish love stories or school reports. Celia says that “there should be a background 

that tells what I did, then my result and what I conclude from this”.  

Besides this, both Christen and Celia stress upon the importance of details. Their use of 

details seems to be specific for the written. They see a connection between improvisation and the 

oral that seems to exclude the use of details that both of them enjoys. Celia states that she 
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consciously practices on details while writing; her texts are also very personal. When it is an oral 

presentation, on the other hand, the focus is on daring to present something in front of many people.  

Celia thinks that it is important to learn how to carry out a good group work in order to do 

successful presentations. “Before presentations, it is important that everyone in the group knows 

what the others will say so everybody speaks about the same thing without saying the same thing”. 

She thinks that she improves through practicing on beforehand; both alone and together with her 

group, so they help each other. “When I practice, I notice if I need to change some words. Then I 

keep babbling”. Celia concludes that everybody in her class keeps improving when they do 

presentations, so she keeps raising her level regarding how well she wants to present. 

Christen, on the opposite, says that she has not listened enough to others to know how they do 

presentations. She says this with a sound of surprise, as if she finds it hard to imagine that one could 

learn from paying attention to others. 

When Christen considers how it would be it if presentation types would be optional she says 

that people would feel safer and dare more. But she thinks that less people would do presentations 

in front of their classmates. Christen adds that she could improve her accomplishments both 

regarding written and spoken presentation, but when asked in what ways, she does not want to 

mention anything in specific. It seems as if the answer to this question is too personal to answer. 

Celia agrees on that it would be easiest if they would choose presentation types themselves. But she 

adds that “we would probably stop learning new things”. She thinks that their teacher knows what 

they need to learn, so she prefers to have it as it is and feel ascertained that she learns everything 

she will need in the future.  

4.6.3. How are Presentations Similar or Different from Each Other? 

Both Christen and Celia recognize beginnings, middle parts and endings as similar for different 

types of presentations as well as prefer to write. But only Celia tells me that she uses this 

knowledge to her advantage when preparing for all types of presentations. Independent of what type 

it is “I always need to prepare well on beforehand. If it is an oral presentation I learn and memorize 

as much as I can; if it is written, I do a rough draft before I write the actual text”. Christen, on the 

other hand, seems too concerned with if she will be able to produce sounds, or not, to be able to 

think about presentation strategies when she is not writing. She says that “sometimes I stutter and 

lose words. So when we have been in groups with one text divided in sections, I have become so 

nervous that I just passed the paper on without doing my part”. The way she explains it, she seems 

to panic when it is her turn. This is quite the opposite feeling from how she regards writing. She 

only needs some keywords and then the words flow out of her. She believes that details are 

important and really wants to write interestingly in order to obtain and please an audience. She adds 
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that her teacher also has told about the importance of details, as if this addition would increase the 

value of her answer. 

While comparing different types of presentations, Christen admits that it is hard to write as 

well as to stand up and have an oral presentation, but hard in different ways. Writing makes her 

nicely exhausted while the bare thought of standing in front of everyone makes her weak, but 

relieved afterwards. Just like Christen, Celia feels relief when a presentation is finished. In addition 

she believes that she would try to do a better presentation if it is shown to strangers than to people 

she knows. “If I dared to do it at all, I would probably try really hard in order to make a good 

impression”. 

Besides other categorizations, Christen discerns presentation types within the written. She 

tells me that “I am really good at having a theme as starting point and just work my way down the 

paper”. Answering my question regarding which paper, she explains that their teacher usually gives 

them papers with task related to a theme. So, one paper can for example include presenting a diary 

page, a collage, a letter and a poem. A presentation is different if Christen likes it, then she puts 

more effort into it. Of course also Celia prefers to have a topic she finds interesting, but this is 

primarily because it is easier for her to learn about, so she need to put less effort into it. 

Regarding topics, Christen likes to present what she feels is personal. “Any subject can 

become personal depending on how one presents it”. Besides this, presentations also depend on if 

they pick the topic or if their teacher does. Christen experiences that “it is more pressure if the 

teacher picks topic. Then I feel as if I should be able to write something that my teacher wants me 

to, without really knowing what that is”. Celia, on the opposite, likes to follow instructions. It is 

easiest to her when she knows exactly what to do and what her work should include. 

4.6.4. What about the Audience? 

When Christen makes presentations she is afraid that the audience thinks she is useless, hence she 

does not separate herself as a person from her presentation as a whole. If the audience asks her 

questions she becomes relieved. “Otherwise I assume that nobody was interested, that they neither 

cared nor listened”. She explains that it is different when she writes. Then “I think about my 

audience and make an effort to tempt them through the story; to include everything”. But the 

feelings of nervousness or fright seem to be absent. Celia, on the opposite, says that she finds it 

difficult to stand in front of people, but she does not even want to consider letting anyone besides 

the teacher read her texts. “The spoken words disappear, but what I have written is personal; it is 

only to the teacher”. She explains further that she writes well, but it would be embarrassing to show 

this to anyone beside her teacher. She does not think it would be a good idea to change style in 

order to make it suitable for a broader audience. Celia trusts that her teacher regards her skills in the 
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written as well as the spoken. She thinks that it is good to practice at different styles even though 

she does not want to show her entire repertoire to her classmates. 
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Figure 6: The most prominent similarities and differences between Carla and her two pupils Celia and 

Christen are depicted through color codes. Level 1 is most important whilst level 2 is less and level 3 least 

important. 
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5. Conclusions and Summary 
The research aim was to find out to what degree MET and SST provide suitable perspectives 

regarding the word “presentation”. I wished to reach understanding about meanings and functions 

of “presentation”, with MET and SST as basis, in a Swedish upper secondary school context. The 

data show that the word “presentation” has a variety of meanings and functions. This settles that it 

is a discourse. Obvious is also that individuals’ interpretations of the discourse affect their opinions 

and actions in different ways. My focal points, when this was sorted, was to find out: if pupils can 

recognize and separate elements in presentation contexts; if pupils who can distinguish similar 

elements in several presentation types use this knowledge to their advantage; if there is a clear cut 

line between different types of presentations or if existing categorizations rather reflects norms and 

assumptions, which would indicate that it is possible to merge one presentation type with another. 

In order to contextualize my results historically, culturally and socially, I connect them to relevant 

parts of the background in section 2.  

To begin with, my results show that none of my respondents have experience from 

publicizing presentations in forums where response on distance is possible. Hence an actual 

comparison cannot be done between how classroom based presentations and published 

presentations function in school contexts. On the other hand, traditionally shown presentations that 

are done on beforehand, with technology as MovieMaker or other media, are discussed. However, 

all my respondents agree on Anne Palmér’s statement that oral presentations and written works 

have similar formal structures.  

From a historical perspective, the responding teachers appear to belong to the educational 

tradition that supports critical thinking rather than aims to teach truths. Obviously all of them use 

meta-knowledge in order to guide pupils to individually suitable learning situations. It differs 

between the teachers to what extent they take on personal responsibility for their pupils’ progression 

due to this, as well as how they use their meta-knowledge. One distinction is between Brad, who 

decides presentation type with individual pupils’ abilities in mind, while Anna and Carla focus on 

to what extent their pupils have reached certain predicted steps in progression, quite alike social 

constructionism’s pedagogy, in order to continuously guide them. Maybe the three of them teach 

alike; but their focuses differ, which provide different frames for their pupils to learn within. 

Socially, my results show that all respondents find the ability to stand and talk in front of 

others important, irrespective of what is done in combination with it – if anything. As Brad 

concludes “We do not live in caves”. Both Brad and Anna try to bring theatre and tools or aids 

inside their classes so their pupils relax before anything else. Amy’s statement regarding acting as 

well as many positive comments on Power Point supports their usefulness. Besides this, the 

teachers find both negative and positive effects as results of bringing in many or few elements in the 
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process of preparing a presentation. Pupils, on the other hand, seem more concerned with their 

general insecurity, audience and topic, than the dimension of their work. Alexandra and Celia who 

did their first presentations in upper secondary school would both have preferred to begin practicing 

earlier. Bill and Benjamin are examples of those who consider themselves to never have done a 

presentation at all. Their narrations tell they almost equalize a good presenter to someone 

superhuman. Hence it is no wonder that they do not want to try it. My respondents’ immediate 

comments and narrations imply that practice on oral communication ought to be increased in all 

subjects in school, starting at an early age. At present, pupils generally dislike presentations, say 

that they do not know what a presentation is though they give various suggestions, and do quite a 

lot of them in school. This indicates that pupils’ insecurity about presentations probably does not 

decrease due to their uncertainty about what it is expected of them. However, nothing indicates that 

the requested oral practice needs to be done with presentation as method, simultaneously, nothing 

indicates that a presentation is a bad choice if only what to do is clear. 

Moreover, there is a discrepancy between the pupils’ opinions concerning their understanding 

of their education’s relevance to their private live. With Goffman’s perspective of frames, this can 

be due to socialization within different frames. When allowing for some generalization, only 

Alexandra and Celia integrate the learning of presentations that occurs in school as a part of their 

life that functions to prepare them for their futures. They struggle to do well and trust that their 

teachers will guide them to everything they will need later on. Amy, Benjamin, Bill and Christen 

separate school from the rest of their lives to a great extent. Amy is the only one of them who 

generally does well regarding presentations. She seems to credit her theatre classes for this. Frame 

analysis can suggest an explanation to why she either totally succeeds or loses control. Because 

Amy primary connects her acting skills to the frame of the theatre, and another role to school, she 

sometimes fails to transfer the acting skills into the frame of her school context. Contrary to Amy, 

neither Benjamin nor Bill has done a presentation. They conclude that a classroom is not an option 

for practicing presentations. It seems as if they do not connect the contextual seriousness they 

request, to the frame of their school. Lastly, Christen’s declaration that she does not listen to the 

presentations others do, shows that she finds no meaning in the role of a listener within the frame 

her classroom provides. This explains Christen’s positive attitude towards when presentations 

transfer into dialogue. Alike Benjamin and Bill, she has unrealistically high demands on what a 

good presentation is. Someone with these assumptions is most likely to become disappointed, since 

such presentations often are results of lots of practice. However, Christen sees herself as a good 

author. Due to this she seems to lack interest in putting energy on other forms of expression than 

written texts. In conclusion, neither one of these four respondents seem to find any meaning in 

practicing oral presentations in class. It is also likely that they feel uncomfortable with, using Mats 
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Ekström’s concept, performing identity recreation in a familiar environment. Hence instead of 

learning strategies, three out of these four pupils avoid presentations. 

However, the three teachers do not seem to have immediate effect on their pupils. One reason 

can be the social aspect that all the teachers mention. Besides this, it is obvious that the pupils chose 

what and how to interpret in their realities. I conclude this because the teachers agree upon the 

points that are most relevant in my study. For example, they find it important to learn different ways 

of doing presentations in order to recognize and understand what it is that happens. They also 

believe that an element that is learned in one context can be used in other contexts. This opinion 

echoes what is stated in Lärare av i morgon and hence supports SST. In addition, all three stress on 

the importance of having a repertoire of methods to choose between, as well as how analytical skills 

develop when pupils transform information into knowledge in order to present it. Hence these 

teachers view of the benefits of presentations support the parts of the curriculum that are cited in 

section 2.4. 

Studying the models that are based on MET and SST, in relation to the interview answers, one 

finds that the matter of feeling safe overrides every other aspect. Hence everyone believes that a 

base for any presentation is connected to how secure the presenter feels. From a MET perspective 

this is a result of how one element, the audience, changes the entire environment. From a SST 

perspective there is no explanation because only one’s physical presence and knowledge of content 

are relevant for the supposed outcome of the presentation. Hence SST is not applicable when lack 

of safety occurs. 

In order to use both MET and SST we suppose that the basic need of security is fulfilled. 

Then the respondents’ narrations depict that they react according to different patterns. Study the 

expanded models nedan for an overview. Read the conclusions that follow for deeper 

understanding. 
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Pupils’ Correspondence to the Presentation Models 

 

Media Ecology (MET) – Senders Include Identity and Audience in Total Text 
 

A Classroom Context: 

 
                                       text                                            audience 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

Published Presentation Context: 

                                       text                                            audience 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7: Pupils responding to MET are shown. 

 
Structural Semiotics (SST) – Senders can Separate Identity from Text 
 
A Classroom Context: 

                                       text                                             audience 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Published Presentation Context: 

 
                                     text                                               audience 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

Sender    x 
content   x 
audience 

Sender      x 

audience   x 

content     x 

additional 
medium 

 

Anyone with access 
(keyword) through 
the Internet, as: 
pupils, teachers, 
friends or family etc. 
 

Sender   + 
content 

 

Pupils and 
teachers 

 

Sender    + 
content    + 
additional 
medium 

 

Anyone with access 
(keyword) through 
the Internet, as: 
pupils, teachers, 
friends or family etc. 

 

Pupils and 
teachers 

Bill: “It is easier to talk 
oneself to other people than 
it is to write oneself to 
them”. 

Christen: “I am afraid that 
they think I am stupid”. 

Benjamin: “I would talk about 
something I know, something 
from my own life”. 

Celia: “I practice  
at the pattern”. 

Alexandra: “I would 
get more hurt if they did 
not like my presentation 
if it was about 
something personal””. 

Amy: “I usually focus on 
an ear”.  
“Sometimes I lose control 
and then it is lost”. 

Power Point or 
Playing theatre 

Amy pendulates between 
the two model types. 
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Figure 8: Pupils responding to SST are shown. 
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Besides that the pupils’ narrations show results from a process of socialization, one can focus on 

individual learners. One finds that Amy, Benjamin, Bill, Christen and Celia (in the written) prefer 

personal topics or seem emotionally involved in the area of text production that they want to 

present. Neither one seems to find any relevance in learning how to present only for the sake of 

doing a presentation. They become personally involved in their works because they find it 

meaningful. This places them as corresponding to MET. Consequently, it would feel strange for the 

ones that do not care about things that happen within their school frame to make an effort and do a 

presentation within that frame. However, Amy and Celia manage to do presentations anyway. To 

Amy, the actor skill that she connects to the frame of theatre aids as shield between her and her 

audience in several presentation contexts. Celia, on the other hand, seems to categorize personal 

topics as something special for the written, hence she distances from oral presentations as well as 

from publications of her written works. Alexandra is the only pupil who can be categorized as only 

corresponding to SST. She, as well as Celia (regarding oral presentations), almost ignores content 

due to form. Alexandra admits that she would get hurt if she would do a presentation about 

something personal and receive negative feedback, but she does not seem keen on testing it. Both 

Alexandra and Celia value rehearse and practice, they consciously separate elements in presentation 

contexts which they reapply in other situations, as well as believe that they can improve as 

presenters.  

In conclusion, my two models seem to overlap regarding correspondence to the behaviors and 

opinions of the pupils I have interviewed. This indicates that the models also functions in greater 

scales. Amongst others it can be used to obtain an overview of probable challenges regarding 

presentations, as base for memorandum when planning lessons, or when wanting to visualize to 

pupils what they might want to try in order to change their situation as presenters. Unfortunately 

this essay only depicts a small sample, hence little can be certain besides that further studies are 

needed within this area. Therefore I tie back to the beginning of my text by stating: to be continued. 
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